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INTRODUCTTON

The goal of this practicum was to acquire, develop and

refine a theoretical and practical understanding of the

skills required to function effectively as an adninistrator

in a human service organization, particulary during times

of change. specifically, these skills included: planning,

organizing, directing, monitoring/ controlling and

evaluating.

As a member of the "Transition Team" with the responsibílty

for case and service transfer, my objective was to develop,

facilitate and co-ordinate a process by whích cases and

services previously provided by the Children's Aid Society

of Winnipeg $rere transferred to appropriate workers in

accordance with the regionalization of tTre !{innipeg Child

Welfare Systern in the spring of 1985 "

The duration of my involvement with members of the

Transition Team was from September 1984 to May 1985.

Members of this team were seasoned professionals with many

and varied experiences in the child welfare system. This

afforded me the opportunity to learn both by observation

and by means of "hands-on" experience.
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Adninistration has long been recognized as a method of.

social work intervention (Skidmore, I983r Miringoff, 19g0;

Trecker, L977¡ Kadushin, L976¡ lVarham, L9TS). As Lauf fer
(WZg) notes, "intervention" implies a mediation, a coming

between parties or between what is and what is intended. rn
this situation both circumstances existed. parties

included the six new Executive Directors, children's Aid of
lüinnipeg staff, Child and Family Directorate, and the

agency's lawyers, while what was, was the d.elivery of
service based on case t1pe, while what was intended was a

community based delivery system.

The Planning Manual (ytanitoba corrections and community

services, 1983) states that one of the tasks related to the

development of the new service delivery model was ',to
conduct an orderly secure transfer of caseloads from

existing services to the new system with mininal disruption
to c1ients. " (Appendix L, p. 8) For the purposes of this
practicum, adninistration is the intervention and the means

by which sociar poricy such as this is tranformed into
social service. This has implications for the client as it
has been demonstrated that the way work, in this case the

transfer of cases and services, is organized and structured
is a major deter¡ninant of the kinds and quality of services

that are eventualty provided. (¡.inch, L977; Trecker, I976¡)
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Further, it was expected that the procedures developed

accomplish this task might very well have implications

the policies established as to how transfers would be

carried out once the new system was functioning should

family move from one region to another'

This report is presented in five chapters" The

introduction provides an outline of the objectives and the

rationale of the practicum. As this was an administrative

practicum involving the implementation of a major

government policy, a review of selected literature

pertaining to organizational goals and policy

implementation, the role of the social work manager and the

skill requirements of the social work manager is provided

in chapters I and II. The practicum experience, including

a discription of the setting, the personnel involved, and

the procedures used to implement and record the activities

of the practicum are located in chapter III. Chapter Iv

describes the tranfer of cases and services from the

Chíldren's Aid Society of Winnipeg to the new regions and

cïrapter v provides an evaluation of the entire experíence'

to

tor
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Chapter f

REVIEüT OF SELECTED LITERATURE:

ORGA-NTIZATIONAL GOALS AND POLICY IMPLEMENTATTON

T'lhile much human service policy is formulated at a

legislative Ievel, be it federal. provincial or civic, it

is often the task of large-scale, complex, formal

organizations (government departments or private agencies)

to implement these policies. Such was the case with the

rest.ructuring of child welfare services in !{innipeg.

1.1 Definition of Terms

Upon review of the d.efinitions of the terms policy and

organization, the trend is to make reference to the concept

of "goals " or "objectives", terms which are often used

interchangeably. Trecker (tgZl) defines policy as " a

stated. course of conduct, a statement of intentions"

(p.170). Perrow (L97O) states that "organizations are

established to do something, they perforn work directed

toward some end"(p.133), while lVarham (tgøl ) defines an

organization as "an instrument used in working towards

objectives" (p.326), and Selznik (as cited by Warham, L967')

contends that a formal organization Ís "a rationally

ordered instrument for the achievement of stated

goals"(p.30),
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The preceding definitions of the term "organization" come

from what is generally called the 'scientific' or

'rational' school of management theory. Organizational

theory has also been formulated from a human relations

perspective, as well as from a school of thought known as

the action theory of the New Public Adninistration Movement

(!'Iilson, L9e2) "

A fourth recognized approach is that of systems theory.

is this perspective which I have employed for this
practicum" Gross (tgZø) uses this approach in his

comprehensive definition of an organization:

"A formal organization (whether a business enterprise
or a government agency) is

1) a man-resource system in space and time,
2) open, with various transactions between it and

its environment,
3) characterized by internal and external relations

of conflict as weII as cooperation,
4) a system for developing and using tÐower, with

varying degrees of authority and responsibility,
both within the organization and in the
external environment,

5) a "feedback" system, with information on results
of past performance activities feeding back
through multiple channels to influence future
performance,

6) changing, with static concepts derived from
dynamic concepts rather than serving as a
preliminary to them,

7) complex, that is containing many subsystems,
being contained in larger systems, and being
criss-crossed by overlapping systems,

II
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B) loose, with many components that may be
imperfectly coordinated, partially ãutonomous
and only partially controllab1e,

9) only partially knowable with many areas of
uncertaintlr with "b1ack regions" as well as
"black boxes" and with many variables that cannot
be clearly defined and must be described in
qualitatiîe terms, and

10) subject to considerable uncertainty with respect
to current information, future and environmental
conditions, and the consequences of its own
actions. " (p.323 )

The term "goal" is often defíned in generalities, such as,

'desired outcome' or an object of effort, (Rossi, L9g2¡

Pattie,l9B3).
to a problem.

Binstock (peø) defines a goal as a solution
He later adds that goals are also¡

"composite products of personalr professional and
institutional values; identified dissatsfactions;
motives for seeking changes; diagnosis of social
problems,. and information of varying qualities and
quantities. These are guides used by planners for
decisions and actions ..." (p.180),

Many service organizations have been criticized for the

discrepancies between their stated goals and their actual
performance. In recognition of this problem, a process of
further defining the term "goal" has taken place. perrow,

(fgeO) in his works on organization behavior, talks about

official and operative goals:
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"official goals are the general purposes of the
organizat.ion as put forth in the charter, annual
reports, public statements by key executives and
authorative pronouncements, ... Operative goals
designate the ends sought through the actual
operating policies of the organization; they tell
us what the organization actually is trying to do,
regardless of what the official goals say are the
aims" (p,2L5-2L6).

Hasenfeld (fggS) states that official goals generally serve

as a mechanisim of an organization. Their purpose is to

elicit legitimation and support from a broad range of

social groups. fn human service organizations they also

provide post facto justification and rationale for those

activities of the organization which might be challenged or

questioned. Official goals may also serve as a buffer

between the organization and its environment. The

organízation's actual commitment of resources is reflected

by the operative goals, Íhe studying of these goals and

the processes by which thay are designed, enables one to

ídentify the preferences and choices made by those who have

power and control over the organization's resources. It

also allows one to predict the technology that most likely

will be employed by the organization to achieve its goals.

Mohr (as cited by Hasenfeld, 1983) distinguishes between

transitive and reflexive goals:
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"Transitive goals refer to the primary projected
ímpact of the organlzaLional outputs upon the
environment Mohr further proposes that every
organization also has a general reflexive goal -namely 'that inducements wí1I be sufficient to
evoke adequate contributions from all members of
the organizational coalition' ... Inducements may
be related to salaries and wages, working
conditions, status, power and privileges"
(p.e3-ea) 

"

Traditionally there have been two positions regarding the

benefits of using goals to analyze organizational behavior.

one position hightights the importance of using goals. fhe
outgrowth of this position has been programs such as

Management By objectives and goal-based evaluations. At the

other extreme, the second position contends that goars in
the human services are impossibre to identify and so really
are of no use. The proponents of the latter position defend

it by pointing out that programs often have competing goars,

many of which are vague and diverse, and that this,
compounded by poor measurements of output and obscure

inplementation directives, makes it difficult to establish
success (Edwards et ê1, I97B). Hannan and Freeman (as cited
by Hasenfeld, 1983) concrude that "organization goals are

multidimensional, difficult to specify, unstabre and often
indeterminate" (p.92). fúrite (as cited by Hasenfeld)

contends that an organization is nothing more than a:
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"formally constituted coll-ective which uses
resources A statement of organization goals,
therefore, is nothing more that an agreement on the
range of allocations that will be tolerated by the
members participating in its formation" (p.92).

On the opposite side, are those who strongly uphold the

need for clear, concise goals and who feel that the

determination of organization goals is the single most

important factor in analyzing organizations and subsequent

policy implementation. Warham (tgøZ) states that all
organizations are predominately oriented towards specific
objectives, i"e", making profit or giving service, and that
these goals serve three nain functions: 1) to justify the

organization's existence, 2) to provide a focus for
activities, 3) to provide standards for assessing its
efficiency. The goals may be written, legislated or appear

in the form of a charter. Hasenfeld (fggg) contends that
by identifying the gaps and incongruities between official
and operative goals, one can assess the effectiveness of
policy or legislation. Secondly, since official goals

indicate an organization's value choices and normative

commitments, a study of these goals wilt al1ow one to

determine the approach the organizaiton will take in
providing service. Fina1ly, if an organization does not

measure up to its official goals, social reformers can

challenge the organization's legitimacy by pointing to its
failures in implementation.
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I.2 Organizational Goals and Conflict

"The most important issues in social policy concern
its social purposes and hence there are no final
solutions which enable men to choose among social
aims all of which are desireable and most of which
are in conflict" (Rein, L97O, p.250).

Human service organizations are tools or instruments

required to implement policy that has evolved through a

complex, political process in an attempt to meet social

need. fn view of the fact that most human services policy

is legislated and the organizations providing the services

are mandated to meet social need (a term wide open to

interpretation), the potential for conflíct of organization

goals is high.

Gross' general systems approach to formal organizations

also acknowledges the presence of conflict within the

system; i.e.:

"3) characterized by internal and external
relations of conflict as well as cooperation"r ês
well as the potential for conflict; i,.e., 4)
developing and using pourer...wiLhin the
organization and in the external
environment, . . . 6) changing. . .7)complex. . .many
subsystems. . . B ) toose. . . components . . . imperfectly
coordinated, partially autonomous and partially
controllable, 9) . . .partially knowable.. .cannot be
clearly defined. . . and 10) . . .considerable
uncertainty. . . " (p.323) .

Perhaps the single most significant factor in the creation
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of conflict within a human services organization is the

nature of the policy by which the organization is mandated

to provide service, í.e. to meet social need. "social
need" is a construct, extremely difficult to define and

subject to individual interpretation according to one's

value base. While groups may agree to a general statement

of goals such as "provision of community-based chítd

welfare services', the operationalizatíon of such

constructs may be as diverse as the indiviuals, groups and

organizations that define this concept as social need:

"The goals adopted by human service organizations
reinforce a certain set of values and beliefs over
which there is no clear consensus in a pluralistic
society, and thus they are likely to be challenged
by those social groups who hold opposing or
di fferent belief systems"(Hasenfeld, 1983,p.85) .

Even when there night exist a general consensus as to the

meaning of the constructs, conflict can arise over the

allocation of resources3

"Policy makers can agree easily enough on a general
goal of trying harder to alleviate the welfare
problem by spending more money, but agreement on
the instrumental question of who will pay for the
increased costs is harder to come
by" (lVildavsky, L97 9, p.99) .

Not only can the question be asked of who will pay

(resources), but also, in what manner will the policy be

implemented (progran) and who will receive the service

( consu¡ner) ?
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As noted earlier, human service policy is generally

legislated and the official goals are determined by a
complex legislative process, Human service organizations,

however, are the programmatic manifestation of this
Iegislation (Hasenfled, 1983), Those who implement this
policy are in many r^rays independent of their nominal

supervÍsors who made the policy decisions . As such, it is
possible for this group to foil the intentions of the

decision-makers by the use of selective perception of

instructions, i.e., ignoring at least some of the

directives. Implementers often like to feel that they know

best and therefore there is a strong liklihood of

opposition" Also, it is difficult to execute orders with

which one does not agree and this can result in slippage

between policy decisions and performance (Edwards et al,
L978'),

Bardach (tOll¡ and Sarri (f978) note that organizations are

essentially a collectivity of individuals providing service

to another group of individuals, each with his own set of

values, beliefs and goals, and therein lies another source

of conflict. Not only does each individual possess his own

set of values, he also has needs of his own personality,

established habits and possibly commitments to outside

groups.
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Kadushin (L976) presents a rather optismistic view of the

legislative process asserting that since human service

organízation goals reflect the need, desires and goals of

the community (since they are mandated by the legislative

process), it is the organization's duty to see that these

goals are carried out by the individuals employed by the

organízation, To ensure that this actually occurs'

Kadushin suggests that there are five types of power which

nay be ernployed by the administrative staff :

1) reward - promotions, raises, commendation, etc"

2) coercive - punishment, demotion, dismissal

3) Iegitinate or positional - irùrerent in the

administrative position

4) referent - must have source in a positive

relationship

5) expert - specíal knowledge and skills of the

admi ni s trator .

To counter-balance these powers, employees nay unionize or

establish their own coalitions, and using the techniques of

persuasion, Iobbying, negotiation, attempt to influence

those that control the organization's resources or the

policymakers themselves and society at large.

Gross (tglø) suggests that a number of different parties

may be influential in determining organization goalsr
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1) the people who wrote the 1aw under which the

organizaLíon operates; 2) the holders of formal authority
over the organization; 3 ) the members of the organization;
4) the organization's specialized planning people and 5)

the organization's top managers. Added to this list could

be consumers of service. Each group can identify its own

goals and these may be and often are in conflict one with
the other.

Hasenfield (fggg) supports this thesis and develops the

argument further by presenting a political economy

perspective which he uses to describe the process by which

organization goals are deternined. This lorocess focuses on

the interplay of power, the goals of power wielders and the

interactions between Èhe demand and supply of
organizational services:

"Polity refers to ' the whole web of groups and
individuals, internal or external to the
organization, that possesses resources to sanction
decisions. | .. .Economy focuses on I the internal
allocation of men, money and facilites and on the
external supply of resources and clients.'..."
(p. e5) "

Both polity and economy are critical determinants of
organization goals since decisions about the arrocation of
resources are made in view of those who control the

resources and those who are consumers of the organization's
services.
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Interest groups as identifíed by Gross (tglø) and Hasenfeld

(¡983), tend to negotiate among themselves in order to
achieve their goals. This typically results in various

coalitions, the most powerful being the doninant coalítion"
The dominant coalition then determines the nature of the

organization goals as it determines the allocation and

distribution of the resources controlled by its members.

"Such political and economic processes inevitably give rise
to multiple and conflicting goals, and are only as stable

as the dominant coalition" (Hasenfeld, p.96).

Rein (L97O) concurs that such pohrer conflicts are resolved

in a political/economic arena and are reconciled by a
strategy of bargaining that seeks tradeoffs among the

various aims of different interest groups. He defines two

types of goals: goals of change, which are characterized by

many acceptable solutions to perceived problems

(pluralism) r and goals of integration, which are

characterized by conformance to accepted solutions and

common values (homogeneity). He contends that simultaneous

.oursuit leads to conflict. fhe tlpe of goals that an

organization favours will determine the processes it
employs to resolve conflict.

Organizations favouring goals of integration tend to search
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for unity and conmon values. Ir7hen a choice must be made,

however, strategies of competition, compromise and

bargaining are used to set goals to which all parties

agree. In theory, all persons who have a stake in the

decision out,come are involved, usually by establishing a

committee. fn practice, however, Rein (tglO) contends that

important issues are decided outside the committee and

agreement is usually reached by selective and

discriminative use of communication. The committee is not

a working group but a platform on which decisions that are

arrived at in private are publically reaffirmed and

legitimized. In this process, goals are never questioned

because of their inherent "rightness' .

Organizations favouring goals of change emphasize

pluralistic values and the inherent legitimacy of each

unique and special objective. fn time of conflict, it is

assumed that the organization knows exactly what it wants

and therefore has a "stake" it1 the decision. To maximize

this stake, the organization attempts to influence those

who control the decisions. The key is to convince others

that ít is in their best interest to favour the decision of

the particular group in question. To this end, persuasion

coercion and, at times, coalition are employed. The

latter, however, is "generally temporary, unstable, means-
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oriented alliances among groups with varying goals" (Rein,

L97O, p,185)

Perrohr (1961) prefers to employ the terms 'control' and

'dominance' in his discussion on power and authority as he

feels they signify a more persuasive phenomenom. He

contends that every organization has four tasks to

accomplish:

"1) secure inputs in the form of capital sufficient
to establish itself, operate and expand as the need
arises, 2) secure acceptance in the form of basic
legitimation of activity, 3) marshall the necessary
skills, and 4) cordinate the activities of its
members, and the relations of the organization with
other organizations and with clients or consumers"
(p.218 ) .

He suggests that the operative goals will reflect what is
considered to be the most imperative task area and will be

shaped by the dominant group.

The concepts of power and resources, as defined by

Hasenfeld' s (fgg3) political/economy perspective, are

tightly entwined. IVarham (tgøZ) states that:

"to achieve its objectives, an organization does
work of a kind which individ.uals alone cannot
provide... The resources of an organization are
?ruman ...material..., and money as a resource is
basic to all of these" (p.32).

Power can be defined in terms of control over resources
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Coalitions, which have formed to influence decision-making,

pool their resources in order to achieve dominance. "The

relative power of each coalition is determined by the total

amount of resources needed by the organization that it can

control and mobiL:-ze" (Hasenfeldr1983,P.96) "

T?re manner in which human service organizations allocate,

or are themselves allocated resources reflects the values

to which the organization, society in general, is committed

(Jones,L977t ciL,L973) . Implementation reflects the

availibility of these resources. "It is clear" and should

be a truism, that goal-setting, policy making, planning and

program development cannot be effective without taking into

account available resources" (AlexanderrL976 rP.1B9) . Tf.

the availability of resources is not taken into account

during the process of goal setting and subsequent

implementation, it is possible that one will 'shoot too

high' which could result in failure of the program'

discrediting the original goals of the policy and giving

ammunition to those who oppose it. Those who control the

resources then have the most power to influence which

policies will be implemented, in what manner they will be

implemented, and thus which goals will become

attainable. (Doern et aI .'I973i Levyr1983; WeatheÍLy, 1983 )
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The discrepancies between offical and operative goals are

indicatíve of the facÈ that human service organizations

must deal with issues of survival, inadequate resource

bases and pressures to accommodate multiple interests:

"fn all public policy and. action, there is a
multitude of motives and goals as actors join to
promote or compromise program. With many unknowns
in the equatíonr participants are often unable to
anticipate fully what they have wrought or to
perceive the functíons discharged" (Kahn, L973) "

1.3 Organizational Goals and Decision-naking

"Decisions.... are "correct" if they select the 'means

appropriate to reach designated ends'(Simon, 1961).

Effective decision-making presupposes the greatest possible

clarity about what the organization's goals are,"
(I'iarham, 1967, p.5 )

Traditionally there are three schools of thought as to how

decisions are made: Rational Approach, fncrementalism and

Mixed-Scanning.

The Rational (Comprehensive) Model (Doern et al , L973')

suggests that decisions are made in the fotlowing way: 1)

1) recognition of the problem, 2) definitÍon of the problem

3 ) presentation of alternative solutions, 4) ranking of
priorities, 5) predictions regarding risks and consequences

of alt,ernatives, and 6) making a final decision.
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This mod.el was exroanded upon by Gergen (as cited by Hurle,
1981 ) who suggested that each of these steps represented

leverage points to which various interest groups have an

opportunity for input. Elowever, access becomes limited as

the process progresses and eventualry is avairabre only to
expertsr professionals or government authorities. This

wourd suggest that although goars may be clearly defined at
the outset of the process, the chances of their being

nodified or even replaced by the time an actuar decision is
made is quite possible.

Rational analysis or scientific decision-maki.g, which is
often applied on a cost/benefit basis, involves clarity of
aims and measures of performance, benefits and costs. Rein

(tglO) states that this method fails to recognize the

difficulty of reducing some goals to quantitative measure

or t,o a common monetary standard that is meaningful. It
tends to neglect the administrative feasibility and the

fact that some goals may not have economic value but

definitely can be justified for their consumptive value and

their contribution to the improvememt of the value of life.
Also, he notes that this model tends to ignore porit.ical
costs and benefits.

The rncremental Moder (nisjointed rncrementalism) suggests
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that those responsible for decisions are thought to

"muddle-through" a number of similar alternatives with

Iittle evaluation of possible consequences. Decisions

prescribe changes ín small increments and the focus is on

the increments, i.e.r onr the difference between the

proposed policy change and the status quo. (edwards et al,

1978) ftris model appears to suggest that all parties'

goals are equally represented and that goals are subject to

very little change. It also implies that it would be

difficult to introduce a completely nehr program even if it

were in keeping with the original goals. ft would seem,

according to this modeI, that upon discovery of an

acceptable option, decision-makers would stop their search

for alternatives. Etzioni (tgøl) criticizes this model for
not taking into account the power of central institutions

within society to ínfluence policy.

As an alternative, Etzioni proposes the Mixed-Scanning

Mode1 which can be described as a synthesis of the Rational

and fncremental Models, This model:

"provides a particular procedure for the collection
of informatiuon... "scanningr", ...ët strategy about
the allocation of resources...and... guidelines for
the relations between the two. The strategy
combines a detailed ( "rationalistic' ) examination
of some sectors...with a "truncated" review of
other sectors. " (p.388-389)
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Keeping in nind Gross' general-systems approach to defining

an organization, Mixed-Scanning takes into accounL the

reality of many varied. components operating at one time,

interacting with each other and the environment, and

recognizes that detailed examination on an ongoing basis of

each component is unrealistic and unfeasible. It also

recognizes that strategy is usually determined "by the

position of, and the power relations among decision-makers"

(ntzioni,1967,p"391). This model suggest that an

organization may have more control in meeting its goals

than does Incrementalism,

Etzioni's model also acknowledges that, although democratic

societies (and organizations) must accept a relatively high

degree of incrementalism, fundamental changes do occur,

usually in time of crisis. The scanning mechanism of the

model suggests these crises and subsequent changes can be

foreseen and preparations be made.

Edwards and Sharkansky (tglg) contend that for

non-incremental policies to attain success, resources and

political commitment are indívisible. These policy changes

tend to occur either in a state of rapid growth or rapid

decay. They require strong public commitment to reach

their productive threshold. There is a tendency for
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officials to overserl policies to gain pubric support. This

results in an "arl-or-nothing"commitment which inhibits
incremental adjustments. Fundamental changes are often
associated with political party turnover or, in the case of
an organization, with the appointment of a neur

administrator"

ì"fixed-Scanning provides a means of explaining why disparity
may occur between the goals of the original policy, by

which an organization has been mandated, and the resulting
policy imprementation in its programmatic manifestation.

GoaI adaptation and goal displacement can be said to be a
result of an organizat.ion "scanningt" its environment and

"seeing" that in order to maintain itself, it must make

changes, usually by incrementalísm. However, fundamental

changes may occur as a result of a shift in power or a

drastic change in society's values and ideologies. Those

organizations which do not "scan" on a frequent basis their
environment, as well as their own components, are in danger

of not foreseeing potential "upsets" and risk losing their
power base as represented by community support,

legitination and their resource pools.

1.4 fmplications for Policy Implementation

Perrow (tglO) summarizes the íinportance of examining an
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organization's goals in relationship to policy
implementation as follows:

"Goals are multiple, conflicting pursued in
sequence, open to group bargaining, and in general,
problematic, rather than obvious and gÍven. Not
o_nly are they not obvious and given, they provide
the best single clue to the distinctive -cñaracter,,
of an organization, For both the social scientist
and the management trainee, the most complete
understanding of an organization will come through
an analysis of its goals and basic strategies',
(p.180 ) .

As indicated above, goals often are difficult to ascertain,
except perhaps in very vague, general terms. This

phenomenom often can be traced back to the policlrmakers

themselves and usually results in organizations providing
broad aim programs, e9. community-based child welfare
services. chelimsky (lgzg) asserts that these type of
programs generally are created in face of a major political
issue. T?re resultíng vague and general goars for these

programs may be due to the fact that the isssue, which the
program hopes to address, is itserf a complex multi-faceted
one; ot, there may be a lack of political or social
consensus with no agreement on specific aimsi orr possibry

knowredge about causes are inadequate and it is hoped that
the program may provide a sorution or new information, or
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at the very least, new information about the problem" The

programs tend to be large-scale as they are intended to
achieve political objectives in response to political
pressure.

Chelimsky further contends that these large-scale programs

increase an organization's chances f.or survival and buys

t.ime for polit,ical parties. Hasenfeld (fgg3) asserts that
the presence of vague, ambivalent goals allows an

organization "to justify conflicting courses of action and

to accommodate the multiple demands made on íts
resources. " (p" LO2)

The discussion of broad aim programs highlights several

issues. Since problems defined as "social need" are so

broad in nature, the planning for one set of problerns

creates an ímpact on another set of issues" This results
in .ootential for conflict. It also results in the need for
more policy and more program, a never-ending process.

Secondly, often more than one organization is involved in
actually implementing a policy, Each has its own set of
values, goals, etc., and its own view of the policy in
question, and there are no guarantees that they will be the

same or even complement each other.
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Another issue is addressed by Fairweather (tgZO) who

asserts that .oolicy as a mechanism for socíal change has

become more and more bureacratic and less and less aimed at
the corrective changes thaÈ are essential for improving the

quality of life. Ele contends that poricymakers and

organizations prace too much emphasis on the search and

maintenance of political and economic power; that society
in general lives with a myth that problems can be

legislated away, i.e., create a law and provide moneyi and

that organizations perpetuate themselves,

rn summary, organization goars serve as directives for the

formulatíon and implementation of programs and services.
once an organization makes a commitment to a set of goaIs,
a monitoring system can be set in place and the

organization can be herd accountable, since these goals

reflect the ideology of the dominant coalition and so may

or may not be representative of the goals set by the

legislative process, it is possible to identify t,he power

bases and make some predicitons as to the direction future
programs will take. Goars of an organization are multiple
and tend to be confricting which can result in incongruent

service derivery. They nay be viewed as a communication

aid and as a vehicle for negotiation between separate
viewpoints (Xiresuk & Lund. LgTg). Goals may undergo
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changes due to shifts in the dominant coalitions, need for
additional or new resources, ideological and value shifts,
and environmental changes,

Finally, the relationship between organizational goals and

policy implementation cannot be examined wíthout a clear

understanding of the political ¡orocess by which policies

are determined; the nature by which organizations are

createdi and the political, economic, often conflicting
environment within which the organization must function in

order to implement the policy,
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Chapter II

REVIEhI OF SELECTED LTTERATURE:

THE SOCTAL WORK MANAGER

2.1 The Role of the Social lVork Manager

Generally, there is a tendency to thínk of a manager as an

individual who ís in charge of a formal organization or one

of its subunits (MintzbergrLgT6). However, Drucker's
(tglg) definition more closely fíts the role accorded to me

during the duration of this practicum. His first criterion
in identifying management res¡ronsibility is not command

over people but rather responsibility for contribution,
i'e., function rather than power. According to Drucker,

managers are "people who are management, in the sense of
being responsibre for contribution to and results of the

enterprise"(p.391). They may not be bosses nor are they

necessarily responsible for the work of other people.

However, they do have an inpact on the organization,s
direction and performance. Drucker describes situations
where a manger is "junior" to other members of a team or

task force" He sees the roles of the manager as being

those of plannirg, organizing, integrating and neasuring.

üfhen viewing organizations by means of a systems

perspective, the role of the administrator becomes one of
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managing the complex system of interdependencies which both
support and challenge the organization, ft is an

administrative responsibility to organize and arlocate
resources to get work done (Rowbottom et aI rL974¡

Warham, L975) "

Provision of leadership is a role that administrators/
managers perform in social welfare agencies. According to
Skidrnore (1983), leadership may be defined as both a
position and an ability:

'lAs a position, it means a person is responsible
for the control of cert,ain situations anã is in a
dir_ecting or guiding position. . .Lead,ership abilityrefers to the capacity or skill to influence
relationships with others so that they will followthe path taken by the leader', (p"l30).

Mintzberg (tglø) notes that the readership role demands

that the manager bring together the needs of his
subordinates and those of the organization to create a

milieu in which they will work effectively. Gray and

Starke (fggO) point out that two important dimensions of
leadership behavior are consistently identified in current
researchs concern for people and concern for task, and that
these two behaviors are important factors in leadership

success.
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Mintzberg proceeds to define several other managerial/

administrative roles, The liaison role focuses on the

manager's dealings with people outside her own

organizational unit. He posits that much time is spent in

developing and maintaining a network of contacts. ftrrough

this role and the leadership role, the manager gains access

to much information and may emerge as a "nerve centre" of

the organization and/or and the organization's information

generali st.

In the monitor role, the manager constantly "seeks and

receives internal and external information from a variety
of sources to develop a thorough knowledge of (her)

milieu. " (p.645). In the role of disseminator, the manager

transmits some of this knowledge to those with whom she is

working.

Both Mintzberg (tglø) and Thompsom (et aI, 1958) note that

the role of management often enters into the realm of

public relations. They perceive the manager as a "seller
of ideas" rn¡here winning the support of an idea is as

important as foreseeing the benefits of a new idea.

Meenaghan et al QggZ) have developed an administrative

model based upon the systems approach to organization. They
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posit that there may be as many as six functions that an

adninistrator must carry out at varying levels of intensity
and that in each of these functions six adninistrative
processes are understood to be operational. The functions

that specifically pertain to this practicum are planning,

organizíng, directing, controlling and evaluating. The six

processes are: problem solving, decision naking,

information processing, planning, forecasting and

leadership,

Planning - Meenaghan (L992) differentiates between social
planning, with íts focus on unmet need, and administrative

planning which is primarily geared toward the intrasystem

and program implementation. Lauffer (fgZg) views planning

as "a method of social intervention, because it aims at

influencing or modifying a social course of events, a

social !Ðrocess or a social structure. " (p"71) " Alexander

(tggZ) speaks of .olanning and administration as functions

of a management methodology designed to deal with social

organizations.

Organizing -

"Organi zLng must necessarily be done in the
context of the most efficient and most effective
use of current and potential human resources in
juxtaposition to the needs of the client population
that the agency purports to serve." (Ueenaghan et
al., L982, p.44')
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Directing -

"The motivation, guiding, supervision, overseeing,
and instructing of people in order to move them
toward the accomplishment of organizational
goa1s.... I Measuring clear lines of communication;
included in this is the reporting function,
Ínforming all concerned abõut organization
activities and process. " (Vail, igZ6 as cited by
Meenaghan et ê1., p.45).

rn this function, the administrator must creatively arrange
and coordinate diverse personal activities into unified and

coherent attempts to facilitate maximum goal rearizatiorl"
sufficient resources must be made avairbre to those

expected to accomplish the Ëask. staff must be oriented to
the new procedures. (finch, L977; Kadushin, LgT6; Warham,

r97s').

controlring - This is ensuring that the activities of all
invorved are in conformance with the achievement of pranned

goals' This involves the setting of standards against
which performance may be measured, measuring performance

and taking corrective action where and when necessary
(Meenaghan et ê1., L9B2). Lauf fer (]9lg) suggests that
this requires the designing of a feedback system, an

ongoing analysis of results of the change as they are

occurring and the specification of adjustments as required.
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Evaluation - Evaluation is concerned with measuring the
achievement of goals and objectives and their effectiveness
according to the standards establíshed in the controlling
function. (Meenaghan et aI., L9g2)

2-2 skill Requirements of t].e sociar EÍork Manaser

To effectively carry out the rore and all the many and

varied tasks of the social work manager, the literature
pertaining to the administration of human service
organizations suggests numerous skirls are required:

a systems perspective necessitates the ability to work

with peopre in different settingsi on a one-to-one basis,
in smarl groups, within and between the comprex subsytems

of the agency, and ultinatery extending to the agency,s
environment. (Mintzberg,L976¡ Skidmore,lgB3; Zander,Lgg2)

the possession of technical skills and the
understanding of the nature of the organization as werl as

a good working knowledge of the law as it pertains to the
agency and the service it is providing (lrlarham, L}TS).

leadership quali,ties and

to develop commitments both

ability to motivate workers

the organizatíon and its

the

to
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tasks (u/hittington, L97S) .

the abirity to communicate effectivery verbarly and in
writing. Mitchell (ßZg) def ines interpersonal

communication as the transmission of information between

people. Mintzberg's (tglø) research found that management

spent an inordinate amount of time in verbal contacts and

that these contacts occurred in a multidimensional

sociopolítical atmosphere. An administrator's power is
often a function of her information vantage point and the

ways that are chosen to utilize this infornation can

enhance or limit her functioning abilities'. Due to her

"mid-posítion", the adninistrator can be a key figure in
upward, downward and horizontar flows of information;
information that is required by decision-makers to make

effective decisions and policies, and information required
by workers to understand and interpret the rationare behind

new policies' As such, the administrator can be viewed as

a "rinl<" between management and the dÍfferent units of the

operational level. (Wolk et ê1, Lgg2; pettes, LgTg; Finch,

7e77).

This link is criticarr ês those who irnplement policy are

in many ways independent of those who make the decisions.
As such, it is possible tor this group to foil the
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intentions of the decision-makers. As noted earlier,
imprementers often like to feel that they know best and it
is difficult to execute orders with which one does not
agree. This can result in stippage between poticy
decisions and actuar performance. rt arso suggests that a

close monitoring of the entire process is essentiar"

-ability to engage in organizational politics (eall,I97g¡
Googins et aI.,1983). Finch (WeZ) notes that in times of
organizational change or cutbacks, managers require greater
political skills:

"A central feature of poritical decision-making isits explicit recognition of conflict as a normãlpart of organizational Iife, and the provisions it
makes for transforming .ootentiafly dísruptive
conflicts into negotiated settlemènts,' (éummer etal,1985,p.13).

A study conducted by Fires in 19Bl found that human service
administrators spent 263 of their time in negotiation
activitÍes, an amount onry exceeded by planning (as cited
by Popple,1984). Murdach (fgeO) contends that an

individual in conflict situations requires the skills of
keen powers of observation, a d.egree of detachment in tense

circumstances, the ability to bargain convincingly and

practical ability in the .oowers of ,oersuasion.

"Most professionals prefer to leave such skilIs as
bargaining and persuasion to used car salesmen andpolitical candidates. However recent studies
indicate that these skills can be legitimate
components of the helping process', (p.460).
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-ability to effectively use the computer system. According

to Broskowsky (tolo¡, a management information system of a

human servÍce organization can be defined "as a systematic

nethod to collect, process, store, retrieve and transmiË

the serective information on crients, staff activities, and.

fiscal transactions that some specific functions of
management require. " (p.I47)

-ethics, The manager's unique personality traits, skilIs ,

knowledge and values are integral parts of how she will
carry out her role (Sheriff,I96B as cited by Russel et ê1.,

1984). Levy (tglg ) states "professional ethics implies
skills and competence in implementing ethical choices",,

(p.282) whatever, by way of ethical conduct, is expected

of social workers in their relationships to clients must be

expected of administrators in their work with
administrative groups.

Finally, Lauffer (ßZg) stresses throughout his book on

community ptanning that planners/administrators are not

free agents, "The range of their activities and their
choices are severely timited by the structures within which

they function, The limits of their mandates are not always

clear at the start and must be tested in practÍce itself. "
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(p.19). Gross' open systems perspective and Meenaghan's

administrative model, which I have chosen to use for the

purposes of this practicum, address the issue that all
functions of administration are ongoing and interactive,
with one function influencing the direction and the

emphasis placed on the next. fhe decisions made about the

planning and controrling of one task have implications for
other tasks within the overall process.

rn summary, chapters r and rr have reviewed some of the

literature pertaining to 1) organizations, i.e.,
organizational goals and the conflict these goals may

generate, organizational goals and decision-makirg, and the

implication of these concepts for policy imprementation; 2)

the role of the social work manager; and 3 ) the skills
required by the social work manager.

The following concepts, arising from the Iiterature, are

significant to this ,oracticum:

the perspective of "organization" as an open system.

determination of organization goals is an important
factor in analyzíng organizations and. subsequent policy
implementation.

- human service organizations are instruments required
to implement policy that has evolved, through complex,
political processes in an attempt to meet iocial-need.
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the presence of conflict within the system of any
organization due to the very nature of the system
itself.

- both polity and economy are critical determinants of
organízation goals.

the existance of a dominant coalition.

- Mixed-scanning as the model by which decisions are
made.

child welfare as a "broad-aim" program.

manager as a person who has an impact on the
organization's d.irect,ion and performance, and whose
roles include: leadership, líaison, information
generalist, monitor, .oublic relations, planner,
organizer, director, controller and evaluator. Any
number of these roles may be simultaneously required
of the social work manager.

the following managerial skills are required: ability
to work with peo.ole in different settings, technical
skills, ability to facilitate the development of
commitment both to the organization and its tasks,
communication ski11s, ability to engage in
organizational .oolitics, ability to access the
Management Information System, and the awareness to
perform one's duties ethically"

- planners and administrators are not free agents.
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Chapter fÏf
THE PRACTTCUM Þ(PERIENCE

3.1 Setting

"It is a basic assumption that society helps
children best by strengthening their primary
support systems: the family, the school and the
neighbourhood, As a potential facilitator for all
Lhese systems, child welfare services should be
located and should operate in the neighbourhood. "
(Brown et aL,p.16)

This practicum experience took place at the Children's Aid

Society of lrlinnipeg from October L984 - May 30, 1985. This

time span represented the last six nonths of the

dismantling of this agency and restructuring of Child &

Family Services in lriinnipeg, and the first two months of

operation of the new agencies. ftris restructuring resulted

in the creation of six private agencies with a mandate to
provide child. welfare services to the City of lrlinnipeg.

Figure 3-1 illustrates the original geographic boundaries

of these new agencies.

Any social policy is a reflection of changing ideological
stances and these stances are influenced by social
conditions and events (Levy, 1983). Ryant (tSlS¡, in his
review of child welfare policies and programs in Manitoba

notes that this program is politically sensitive and highly
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vurnerable to the community. rt is this sensitivity and

vulnerability, that led to the restructuring of child
- welfare services in lrlinnipeg.

In his 1975 review, Ryant's committee put forth a strong
recommendation for regionarized delivery of services in
Manitoba. Subsequent to this report, Carr (LgB2)

recommended that the children's Aid society of winnipeg,
the largest of the child welfare agencíes in Manitoba, be

decentralized as he felt smarler agencies would have a

greater success in establishing a working relationship with
its community. The Kimelman conmission, established in
1983, too, encouraged the establishment of six
community-based agencies to "ensure the participation of
citizens of the private sector" (as cited by Manitoba
Community Services and Corrections, 1983, p.II-5g). At
this time, Native organizations and groups became highry
visible in their demands for better provision of child
werfare services and more self-contror of these services.
The Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg was also
experiencing staff/management unrest and there had been a

request made by the staff for an external review of
rnanagement .oractíces .

rn July 1983, the Minister of community services and
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corrections announced the intentions of the government to
restructure the chird and family service system in winnípeg

and regionalize the system. After a series of reviews by

several committees, the target date for the new system to
be operational was set for April l, 1985. During the

change, services to crients were to be maintained at their
"usuaI" level of effectiveness,

These services included:

- protecting children

investigating allegations or evidence of child abuse

or neglect

- provisíon of counselling and other services to
families in their own homes to prevent circumstances

requiring protective placement of children
carrying out guardianship responsibifities for
children in care

- adoption (placeinent and post-Iegal service)

assisting expectant and single parents

- recruiting and maintaining foster homes

More important than the physicar setting of this practicum,

howeverr r¡rês the "atmosphere" or environment in which it
was carried out. As in any time of change, there was a

great deal of uncertainty and confusion. I¡Ihen the
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restructuring of the system was announced,, staff were toLd
that their jobs were not in jeopardy and alr would be

d.eployed to the new agencies. However, it was not until
November 1984, that the supervisors brere deployed and it
was still another month before line staff and. clericar
personnel were informed as to which agency they were being

assigned. The deployrnent of staff was a frightening and

very painful experience for nany of these employees.

once deployment had actually occurred,, rines of authority
were not arways clear and staff began developing toyalties
to their new regions. The executive directors of the new

regional agencies became very much involved in the on-going

activíty, but until April L,1985 it was the executive of
the children's Aid society of winnipeg that maintained

authority and responsibility for service d.elivery.

confrict throughout the system was rampant. while there

were many supporters of the government,s plan to
restructure the system, and these parties were the ones

with the resourcesr power and authority to ensure that it
occurred, there were many opponents. These individuals
fought the concept, many refusing to accept that it was

actually going to happen, and many predicting dire
consequences to the community's chíldren if it did. These
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opponents represented all parts of
the Directorate, medical services,
particularly, the staff of the old

the system - Government,

schools - but

agency.

The children's Aid society of winnipeg had. becone highry
specialized in its derivery of service. There were family
service workers, children's service workers, abuse workers,

foster home workers, intake workers, adoption workers,
perinatal workers and independent riving workers.

Government, in restructuring the system, proposed a

"generÍc" delivery of service. "Generic,' was never clearry
operationalized and each of the new agencies interpreted it
somewhat differently. However, while the proponents of
conmunity-based generic service argued among themselves as

to the meaning of 'generic", to most of the workers and

management staff, accustoned to specialized caseroads, it
was a frightening prospect in any form and was bitterly
opposed by almost everyone.

3.2 Persorurel

Members of the Transition Team were the people with whom r
worked the closest. These incruded Dave schelrenberg,
co-ordinator of the team and Assistant Executive Director
of the children's Aid society of Ïrlinnipegr and the six
executive directors of the new agencies - Jenny Boyko,
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Winnipeg West; Alan Finkel, Northeast Winnipeg; Robert

Knight, Trlinnipeg central; Tim Maloney, Northwest lvinnipeg;

George Penwarden - winnipeg south; Dave vlaters - Eastern

Manitoba. other contacts included Tim sale, who had been

seconded from the social planníng councir to orchestrate
the regionarization process, his assistant, Debra Handler,

Peter Borchert - computer prograrnmer, the management'staff

and social workers of the Children's Aid Society of
winnipeg, and many staf t of the chird I,rielfare Directorate"

The Transition Team was formed to handle the detairs of the

transfer of cases and services from the children's Aid
society to the new agencies, the buirding of formal budgets

for 1985-86, the development of accounting systems and the
final development of the Management rnformation system tor
the six new agencies (Sate, Memo, November 2, Lgg4-) " The

secondment of several staff to the team to ensure an

orderly transition was endorsed by the rnterim Board of the

Children's Aid Society. The team met weekly reporting
through Tim Sale to the Implementation Working Group.

The Implementation Working Group (fWC) was the driving
force of Regionalization. rt consisted of government

personnel, such as the Assistant Deputy Minister of
community services, the Director of chird welfare and the
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Regional Director of iifinnipeg lrfest; the Executive Directors

of the six new agencies and their Board Presidents¡ and the

Acting Executive Director and the fnterim Board president

of the Children's Aid Society. Tirn SaIe was also a member

of this group,

The Implementation Working Group ( fWe) and the Transition
Team forned the dominant coalition. The members of these

groups represented many different organizations and

interest groups but they all had one goal in common - the

desire to see regionarization occur - and they directed ar1

their power and resources to ensure the achievement of this
goal, No amount of energy or financial input was spared.

3.3 Procedures

The on-site component of this practicum occurred from

September 15, L984 to ,June 3, 1985. During September and

October, hy involvement was on a part-time basis but

increased to full-time in November and remained as such

until completion in June.

The majority of rational planning and decision-making

models identify step one as defining the problem (Lauffer,

L978i Doern et al , L973) . Meenaghan (ßgZ) suggests that
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some preliminary steps should be taken before planning and

its subsequent actívities can actuatly take place. For

this practicum, it proved to be absolutely essential that f
covered aII of these areas before embarking on the actual

intervention process.

These prelirninary steps ares

1) Identify those parties who have an interest in the

process as well as all sources of power. Assess these in

terms of being supportive or restraining to change

ac ti vi ti es:

There were a number of groups that were very concerned

about the decisions that would be made within the duration

of this practicum: The line social workers, Children's Aid

Society of Winnipeg management staff, the executive

directors of the regional agencies, clerical staff, the

Child and Family Directorate of the Provincial Department

of Community Services and Corrections and the agency's

lawyers. Vfhile rnany people involved realized the importance

of this activity and attempted to be cooperative, there

$rere many different opinions about how it should be carried

out. Also, as noted above, it was recognized that

dífficulties could arise because, while the executive

directors were responsible for setting up the new systems,

it was the current executive who maintained the ultimate
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authority as to what actually did occur.

2') Develop a broad understanding of the problem area;

identify the possible influences and range of current
agency/program responses .

r attempted to accomprish this requirement by meeting

with line staff and unit supervisors, with workers

providing specialized services, with the executive

directors, with clerical staff, with the legal expert from

the Child and Fanily Directorate and with the agency

lawyer' Ivumerous issues had been raised by these parties
which influenced much of the planning process and clearly
identified several tasks which needed to be completed

within the scope of this practicum. These meetings also
gave me the opportunity to begin to establish lines of
communicatÍon. Line staff needed a clear understanding of
the purpose of the Ëransfer process so that a commitment on

their part to this endeavor could be fostered.

3) crarify the roles and duties of the worker and secure

sanction from the appropriate sources. - rn this case,

sanction had come from two sources: originalry from the

chairman of the fmplementation lriorking Group, and

subsequently from the chairman of the "Transition Team,, of
which r was a member. My specific responsibility on this
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team was to develop and facilitate a process for the

transfer of cases / tites and services from Children's Aid

Society of Winnipeg to the six regional agencies. Sanction

was also obtained from the members of my advisory committee

upon approval of rny practicum.

3,4 Recording

Recording consisted. of keeping a daily log describing each

days activit,ies, listing any issues raised and documenting

decisions made. Numerous outlines and forms were created

for the implementation and monitoring of the transfer

process. Their formation and use will be discussed in the

following chapter which describes in detail the activities

and skills that were required to carry out the tasks

associated with this practicum.
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Chapter IV

TRANSFER OF CASES AND SERVICES

Five tasks were identified as required to complete

successfully the finar stage of regionalization. The first
three are included in the planning Manual ( Uanitoba

Community Services and Corrections, 1993, p.VIII-15):
4.r Develop a pran for the timing and physical transfer

of service caseloads,

4.2 conduct orientation sessions with staff regarding
transfer plans.

4.3 Implement and monitor the plan.

4.4.clarify the legal requirements of transferring orders
and contracts from the children's Aid society of
Winnipeg to the new agencies prior to April L, I9g5

4.5 Develop a plan for the timing and physical transfer of
services, ie. medical, foster care, homemakers, court
and intake.

Figure 4.1 outlines the timing of each of these activities
as they actually occurred. The folrowing is a discussion
on how each of these tasks were planned, impremented and

moni tored,
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Figure 4:1

TIME SEQUENCING

TASK

I) Dev. plan re: timing
& physical transfer
of services & cases

1.1 Dictation forms
L.2 Decísion rules

II) Orientation of staff

V) Transfer of Service
5,1 Medical
5.2 Foster care
5.3 Homemakers
5.4 Court
5.5 Intake

MONTH
DEC. JAN. FEB. MAR. APR" MAY

x--x
X

X

x- --x
III) Implement and monitor

casetransfers X-- -X

IV) Clarify legal issues
re30rders&contracts x- -x4.L Meet with Child &

Familyrep. X- -X4.2 Consult with lawyers X - - X
4.3 Dev. process for

transfers X--X
4"4 Implement and monitor X - - X
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4.1 Case Transfers - Planning

Numerous meetings were conducted with social work staff,
individually and in teams; with management staff of the

Children's Aid. Society of Ï{innipeg, and with the executive

directors of the new agencies. While carrying out the

preliminary steps described in the preceding chapter, it

was identified that for the transfer process to occur in as

smooth a manner as possible, three components were

necessarys 1) standard transfer summary dictation outlines
re: families and children in care; 2) decision-rules

identifying under what circumstances transfers were to take

place; and 3 ) a system to track the movement of cases from

one worker to another.

4.11 Transfer Summary Dictation Outlines

The development of the transfer summary dictation outlines
occurred during the month of December. The original draft
of the outline was based on dictation forms already in use

within the agemcy ín an attemptr oÍr my part, to keep the

Àorocess as simple as possible, i.e., using forms with which

the staff were already familiar. When presented to the

executive directors, they initiatty were wanting much more

information on each case until it was pointed out to them

that these were transfer summaries not social histories and

that the files, with all the information on the client,
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þrould. be available to the new workers. with a few minor

changes, my original draft of the outrines was taken to the

Children's Aid management group for their input.

The management group was much more insistent about, having

more information included in the summaries than the

executive directors had been and suggested that a number of
additionar headings be added to the outlines. They also
asked that the summaries be typed on coroured paper (green)

and that they be attached to the previous file dictation.
These recornmendations were sent back to the executive

directors for their consideration and approval"

At their next meeting, the executive directors gave their
approval to the dictation outlines, with one or two ninor
changes, but basically as reconmended by the management

group,

Copies of the approved outlines þ/ere sent to the

appro.oriate supervisors along with a memo requesting that
they have each of their unit members comprete one of each

outline and evaruate it on the basis of length of time to
complete, noting whether or not a dictaphone was used; the

ease in compretion; and whether they felt there were any

gaps in necessary information or any requests for
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unnecessary information. Feedback from this evaluation was

generally positive and only four minor changes $¡ere

reconmended and subsequentry made. Three units reported
that it had taken three to six hours to complete a sunmary,

while one unit reported that it had only taken one hour. No

dictaphones h/ere used,

copies of the tranfer summary dictation outrines, one for
families and one for children in care, are located in
Appendix A,

4.L2 Decision-Ru1es

In the pre-planning meetings with social work staff,
numerous concerns were raised about the basis on which

decisions for transferring cases would be made. Many

feared that nò thought would be gíven to their clients and

that the decision to transfer would be made strictry on the

basis of geographic location.

The process of developing the decision-rules was much the

sane as that for developing the transfer sunmary dictation
outlines, i.e., I prepared a proposal for the executive
directors, they made recommendations, and a draft with
these recommendations incorporated was then presented to
the management group for their input. The difference in
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the procê.ssr however, was that it was lengthier and

generated much more dissention so that three drafts were

presented to the executive directors before one $¡as

presented to the mangement group. Secondly, when it
finally was presented to the management group, three of the

executive directors and the chairman of the rmplementation

Working Group (fWC) were present. After much discussion,
the decision-rules were accepted as Àoresented.

In facilitating the development of these rules, f was

continually aware of the staff's fears and concerns that
the rules would not take into consideration the needs of
their clients. The final product, f believe, did address

these issues and nost staff found them helpful in making a

rational decision as to whether or not to transfer a case.

A copy of the decision rules is located in Appendix B.

with the develo.oment of the transfer summary dictation
outrines and the decision-rures completed, the Transition
Team formulated plans for the actuar transfer to begin. on

January 10, 1985, it was decided that workers shourd have

252 of their cases ready for transfer by February B, 19g5.

"Ready for transfer" meant that the file would be
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up-to-date and in the supervisor's possession while the

transfer sulunary would be written, typed and forwarded. to

me by noon of this date, It was planned that every two

weeks thereafter, i.e., Eebruary 22, March 8, Mare,h 22,

another 25? of their cases would be submitted for transfer,

thereby completing the transfer process by the target date

of April 1, 1985. There hras no input from either management

or line staff in the development of the timetable,

Management staff were told by their executive to inform

their unit members of this schedule and to ensure that it

was strictly adhered. to.

4.13 Development of the Tracking System

To cope with the need of gathering and processing large

amounts of information, Child and Family Services attempted

to develop a management information system, Originally, it

was hoped that the system would have been developed to the

the stage where it, could have been used in the planning and

the monitoring stages of this .oracticum. Development of

the system was slow, however, and it was only useful in the

monitoring of case and guardianship transfers.

The development of a system to monitor the transfer process

and track the movement and assignment of cases required the

distribution of computer-generated caselists ( families and
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children) to all workers with the request that they:

1) update the information on the lists, i.e. correct
any misinformation, add any missing cases and

delete any that had been closed"

2) indicate for each case whether they were planning

to terminate service prior to April 1 (close),

transfer or keep the case. In the case of a

transfer, workers were asked to indicate to which

region they planned to transfer the case.

3) return the completed lists to me by January 25,

1985.

I¡Iithin a day of distributing these lists to the workers, it
became apparent that at the time they were run, the

Management rnformation system (mrs) had experienced a major

indexing problem and as a result many lists þ¡ere badly

outdated and numerous cases were missing. unfortunately,
this only served to confirm in many staffs, minds that the

MIS was useless for this or any other task. As far as they

were concerned, this was the third computer system that had

failed to "produce" in the manner promised by its creators.

The actual task of having all caselists returned was not

accomplished until the second week in February and it
required a great deal of "hounding" on my part of both the
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workers and supervisors.

4.2 Case Transfers - Orientation of Staff
Orientation of staff to the transfer plans concerning cases

and services commenced in the pre-planning stage and was an

on-going process until the beginning of February" AII
sessions were conducted by myself and took place either in
management meetings, unit meet.ings or one-to-one. It was

hoped that open communication with the staff and

participation by the staff in the planning process would

lessen the tension they were experiencing and foster some

commitment to the rorocess. As noted earlier, staff at all
levels $¡ere particularly helpful in developing the

decis ion-ru1es.

4.3 Case Transfers - Implementation and Monitoring

The caselists completed by the line workers indicated they

had. identified 1100 cases for transfer. The transferring
of cases commenced as scheduled and in the manner decided

by the Transition Team. Originally, it had been hoped that
the Management fnformation System would assist Ín the

tracking of the transfers, but because of the delays in its
development, it was necessary for me to design and

inplement a manual tracking systen that was both

time-consuming and tedious. It involved the following
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a notation was made on the worker's list that the

summary for a particular case had been received.

Case was designated for a particular region

Check was made for "missing pieces". ff another

piece was required, the sunmary was put aside and

memo sent to both workers involved informing

them that the transfer would not take place untit
all parts were in,

Cases for transfer were recorded according to
region and current worker noted.

On transfer days, cases were distributed to the

Executive Directors who in turn distributed them

to the supervisors of their neighborhood teams.

It was expected that cases would be reassigned

within the week. The summaries were then returned

to me.

The name of the new worker was recorded on the

regional Iists.
Summaries were returned to the supervisor

current worker who then passed the actual

the current supervisor of the new worker.

Nursing was notified of any chíldren being

transferred to the Children's Aid Society

Eastern Manitoba.

of the

file to

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

e)

of
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This portion of the process generally involved five peopre:

the current worker, the new worker, the supervisor of the
current worker, the new supervisor of the new worker, and

the current supervisor of the new worker.

ïn response to the numerous requests from both workers and.

supervisors as to where particular cases were within the

process, f compiled a list of the cases which had not been

submitted for reassignment because of "missing pieces" arìd

circulated it to arl the supervisors. This occurred after
each round of transfers, with the exception of the first
one.

statistics were compiled on a regionar basis after each

round of transfers and shared with the Executive Directors
and the Children's Aid Society of l{innipeg management

staff. These indicated how many transfers each worker had

planned to do and how many they had actually completed.

By the end of March, five "rounds" of transfers had

actually taken place - February 8, February 22, March B,

March 15, and March 22. This had resulted in 60? of the

total of planned transfers being completed within this time

frame. After the second round of transfers, the union
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became involved. This, along with lobbying of the

Executive Directors by the nanagement staff and myself, Ied

the Transition Team to agree to slow down the process and

set a goal of 75e" for this same time period.

Implementation of the final portion of the transfers became

somewhat more difficultr âs four of the agencies moved out

of LL4 Garry St. within the first three weeks of April" The

same process was maintained, however, until the first week

in May, with couriers being used to transfer summaries and

files back and forth, After this date, transfers had to be

negotiated between the two supervisors involved"

Supposedly, my role in this process had come to an end" fn
fact, as I had all the records as to where cases had been

transferred, I soon was accorded the position of

"information generalist' by parties throughout the system.

4,4 Transfer of Guardianship Orders and Contracts

Although only a paper transfer, this process became even

more time-consuming and chaotic than the actual transfer of

cases. ft was a highly sensitive issue and early in the

planning stages the agency lawyer warned that if the

transfer of guardianship orders and contracts was not

handled correctly, it could result in lawyers for ^oarents
demanding the return of their children on April L,L985,
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based on a technicalit,y. Lawyers f or the chirdren's Aid
society of winnipeg recommended that the chird. and Family
Directorate determíne which legisration they planned to use

and then they would assess the proposal to determine if it
was legally sound,

To this end, f met in mid-Oecember with Mr. Ernie Hasiuk,
the legal representative tor the Directorat,e. when

presented with the issues, My. Hasiuk noted that no-one had

really given any thought to the Íssue and was surprised to
learn that approximatery r2oo cases would be involved. The

onry precedent for such action was when Thompson Region had

transferred the guardianship orders of r50 chirdren to
Awasis. At that tiine each transfer had to be done on a
separate form, each of which had to be then signed by the

Director of child I{elfare and then by the Minister of
community services and corrections. A second issue was the
transfer of guardianship orders of native children. several
native agencies were arso being nandated effective Aprir l,
1985r so it was not crear to whom the orders shourd be

transferred. Mr. Iì[asiuk agreed to explore both these issues

at a higher level and inform me as soon as any decisions

were made,

By mid-February, it becane apparent that there was no
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simple way to accomplish this task and that it was highly

untikely it would be completed by April 1. ft was only at

the begínning of March, that the executive directors agreed

to the guidelines as proposed by the Directorate and agency

Iawyers. Transfers of guardianship orders had to occur in

the same fashion as in the Thompson-Awasis situationri.e.,

each on an individual form with a copy of the original

ord.er attached and each requiring the signature of the

Executíve Director of the Children's Aid Society of

Vlinnipeg and the Minister of Community Services and

Corrections. ft was possible, however, to transfer a

number of Temporary Contract Placements on one form,

Again, it was necessary to have workers complete lists,
this time indicating to which region they planned to

transfer each of their children. Lists were to be returned

by March 15, but it was not until several weeks after this

date that all were returned. Part of the problem was that

the case transfers themselves had not been completed and

workers were not always sure where a child was going to go

andfor if a particular region would be willing to accept

the child.

Ttre issue of the native children was not resolved until

April 2, 1985, when the Assistant Executive Director
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received correspondence from the Deputy Director of child

-y*Í.lt:, MY ' Ernie Hasiuk, stating:

"Prease be advised that registered rndian children who
were apprehended off-reserve, are currently in the
permanent care of the Children's Aid Society of
Vüinnípeg, and are now residing in Winnipeg should be
transferred to the appropriate regional agencies and
not to the Indian agencies with jurisdiction on the
reserve where the children are registered. "

The monitoring of the transfers of guardianship orders and

contracts occurred in much the same fashion as the

monitoring of the transfers of cases. AII forms passed by

me and names r^rere checked off a master list, noting to

which region the case was being transferred and verifying
that this matched with the region of the assigned worker.

A spin-off of the transfer of the legal guardianships was

the "cleaning-up" of the child's ,oortion of the Management

Information System. By using the information I accumulated

in tracking the transfers as they occurred., errors re:

worker names, discharges, opening, etc., were identified
and easily corrected. By the end of March, the Management

Information System had the ability to list all the children
for each region with a respectable degree of accuracy.
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4.5 Transfe:: of Services

+_._s_L*{e-ql911_

At the time of regionalization, 245 children were active

wi th the Children's Ai<1 Society of 'vùinnipeg Clinic, most of

whom were fairly young and/or had severe medical- problerns.

T'he nursing staff started to do medical sumrnaries of these

cirilcìren in December but were concerned that these

sumrnaries would gc on f iles rather than riirectly to the

doctor who wouLd be providing the ¡neclicaI attention.

The new agencies were proposing that medical care would be

.orovided by a doctor of the ioster parents' choice,

.ore:Eerably in their own cominunity. On the other hand the

nurses, who favoured centralizerl health care, were

recommending that at the very least the children be taken

to pediatricians with adrnitting priviteges at Children's

Centre as 75? to 803 of the cirildren brere already known to

Children's; prÍvate doctors were not likely to go dorvn to

the hospital- to read charts,. anci the children r^¡ere already

familiar with the setting.

Beyond rneeting with the nurses and suggesting that they put

their concerns in writing to the Executive Directors, there

was very little else f could do as tÌris issrre had to do
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with the "new" =ystern anC so was beyond the scope of tiris

pract icurn.

4 .52 Fos_!g! _C_q!..

This shoulcl have been one of the simplest services to

transfer. Licencing regulations stipulated that foster

ho¡nes had to be approvecl by the agency serving their

geogra.ohic area. TJrerefore, it was clear froin the

beginning that the foster parents' geographic location

would deterinine the region to wiricÌr they would be

trans ferred.

This -\lrocess, hoi{ever, had a shakey start due to semantics.

The Executive Direciors of the new agencies thought of

foster iro¡nes as cases. Children's Aid staf f , including

myseLf , had never thougÌrt of foster holnes as cases as

government sbatistics did not include them in case counts.

To these people, foster ho¡nes h¡ere a service.

Unfortunabely, neither group ever had the occasion to

explain their understanding of the term until after the

first round of transfers, when no foster homes had been

transferred. This was understandable considering the

process had alrvays been referred to as a case transfer

process. With one brief meeting incfuding several

executive rfirectors, tìre supervisor of the Foster Care unit
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and myself, the matter was quickly cleared up.

Subsequently, the transfer of foster holnes was accomplished

wíth a fair amount of speed.

Tracking of tÌre foster hoine transfers was carried out in

tire salne rnanner as tracking of the case transfe¡:s. However,

I was never able to obtain a master list of aII tÌre foster

homes approved by the Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg

and tjrerefo::e could not rnonitor the nurnber of cases being

transferrerl against those requiring transfer.

4.53 ¡iolnernakers

The transfer of tiris service occurred v¡ith only nrinimal-

intervention from ne and was coinpleted by April J_, l_985,

The service was a relatively sinall- one and was coordinateci

by one individual. Since homemakers are free agents, it.

was their decision as to which agency they wished to work

for. As the Coordinator of this service.oointerl out, they

would rnost 1iì<ely want to work for tÌre agency that would

give them the rnost work.

AII homemakers agreecl to continue working rvith the f anilies

to which they had been assigned, ât least until the

expiration of their currenL contracts. These contracts

were transferred in the sarne lnanner as the Temporary
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contracts which expired in March

name of the appropriate new

The

the

4.54 Court

The transfer of tegal/court services was armost entirely
governed by the much larger system in which it functioned,

that is, the court of eueen's Bench and the chird welfare
Act. ft was also very much a part of the transfer of
guardianship orders process. Numerous parties were

involved in this portion of the transfer process: the

Transition Team, the Attorney General's Department, the new

agencies' lawyers, judges from the Court of eueen,s Bench,

the court coordinator and lawyers for the Children,s Aid

Society of Ïrlinnipeg¡ and the Directorate.

Ear1y in January, the agency's lawyer was asked to meet

with the executive directors to explain the court process.

Several weeks later, the executíve directors met with the

Queen's Bench, Family Division judges. Court docket days

were set for each agency" By this time, all the agencies

had retained lawyers so that the lawyers from the firm that
had handled the Children's Aid Society of lfinnipeg cases

began to prepare transfers of all uncontested matters. rt
was d.ecided that, effective March 18, 1985, aI1 new
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filed in the name

responsible after
of the agency

April L, 1985"

The transfer of cases where pretrials
dates had been set occurred according

rules:

or contested hearing

the following

after the
will be
application

pre-trial and
paid by cAs/vr

to

"1) These cases will be carried by their current workers
on behalf of CAS/W until the guard.ianship application
ís resolved.

2') CAS/W (m" Bergman) will write to the agency which
will employ the current worker after April lst
authorizing them to act on behalf of CAS/IV pending
resolution of the guardianship application.

3) When guardianship is granted to the CAS/VìI it, and the
case will be transferred to the agency'which will
thereafter be responsible for the casei this agency
to be identified as per the case transfer process.

4) The agency which will be responsible
guardianshíp application is resolved
consulted as to case planning and the
before the court.

5) CAS/W legal counsel will act in these
contested cases. Legal costs will be
to the point of an order. "

(Memo, from T. Sale to Transition Team and E. Hasiuk,
March 18, 1985)

4.55 fntake

The transfer of rntake services involved numerous meetings

with the Transition Team and the Children's Aid Society of

Winnipeg staff. The issue was complícated because while
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there was an fntake Unit (comnonly referred to as Big

Intake) which performed screening and crisis intervention
functions, three other units handled their own intake
functions - Abuse, Perinatal and Adoptions. In the

Perinatal and Adoption UnÍts, intake was carried out on a
rotating basis among the workers while in the Abuse units,
two workers did only this function.

An attempt was made by the supervisors of the Abuse,

Perinatal and. Adoptions unÍts to assign cases on a regional
basis within their units, but in the case of the perinatal

unit, none of the workers had been deployed to Northwest

and in the Abuse unit, the two rntake workers were the only

workers in their ne$r regions with any expertise in abuse,

These regions could not afford to have their experts

"tied-up" with intake duties until April I.

Initially, I met with the supervisor of the "Big" Intake

unit in order to gain an understanding of the function of
the unit. His recommendation was that the workers in the

unit remain until March 30, unless the Regions were willing
to each deploy one worker for the purposes of training.
This recommendation was rÞresented to the Transition Team

serveral days later, but was rejected in its entirety. TLre

Team had little time to deal with the issue during that
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particurar meeting and the task felr to the chairman of the

Implementation trforking Group (fWC) and myself to develop

protocors for the transfer of this service to be presented

to the Children's Aid Society of lüinnipeg management group

and the Transition Team for their consideration and

approval, In the development of these protocols, two goals

had to be met: 1) Intake was to be regionalízed, by April t,
1985 and 2) Intake staff were to be relieved of some of
their duties so that they could begin to carry generic

caseloads.

Draft #1 was completely rejected by the management group

who then asked for more imput in the development of a

second draft. Draft #2 was developed with the assistance

of the supervisors of the four units performing intake

functions, the Assistant Executive Director and myself.

Draft #2 proposed that the workers from the Intake unit be

given until March 15 to clear up the approximately 300

cases with which they were involved and that after this
date, the unit would take on a short-term screening

function i.e., crisis resolution with follow-up provided båf

a regional worker. Perinatal cases would be assigned on a
regional basis and those cases belonging to Northwest wourd

be assigned to workers elsewhere in the agency. Abuse
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intake would continue to be performed by the two

specialized workers, involving regional workers whenever

possible. These two workers þ¡ere not to be assigned

caseloads until after April 1.

lrlhen this Draft was presented to the Transition Team the

followin9 day, the recommendation for "Big fntake" was

accepted with the provision that cases start to be assigned

to these workers after the second round of transfers, ioe.,
Eebruary 22. The recommendation for the perinatal unit was

accepted as proposed. Elowever, the transfer of the Abuse

Intake function remained a contentious issue.

fn an attempt to resolve this final issue, f met with the

supervisor of the Abuse unit and explained to her the

concerns of the Executive Directors regarding the

regionalization of abuse and in particular, the intake

function. She agreed to meet with the Executive Directors

the following morning to discuss the issue. This meeting

was a successful one, as it succeeded in clearing up a

number of nisunderstandings between the Executive Directors

and this supervisor and a process for assigning abuse cases

to the regions was agreed on.
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Chapter V

EVATUATION OF THE PRACTICU¡4

Evaluation of this practicum occurred in three areas using

formative research. The three areas incruded compretion of
tasks, Dy ad¡ninistrative skills and the utility of this
practicum to both the regionalization process and myself.

Rutman (fggf) defines fornative research as that which aims

to show the relationship between program activities and

outcomes, not for the purpose of testing programs but to

facilitate development. Fornative research is
characterized by being: discovery oriented, inductive, more

flexible regarding the use of "soft neasures and desigDS,

continual feedback of information, developing required

methadology, and negotiating administrative agreements.

This evaluation process is also taking the form of

descriptive research as it proposes to describe

systematically the facts and characteristics of the program

for the purposes of identifying problens and making

comparisons and evaluations." (Isaac et ê1.r1971).
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5.1 Tasks

As noted in Chapter fV, the following tasks were executed

and completed:

a) Development of a plan for the timing and physical

transfer of caseloads including the development of

dictation outlines and formulating decision-rules.

b) Orientation sessions with staff regarding the transfer
plan occurred.

c) The transfer plan was implemented and monitored,

d) The legal requirements of transfering guardianship

orders and Temporary Contract Placements virere clarified.
e) A plan for the timing and actual transfer of services,

i.e., intake, court, foster care, homemakers and medical

services was developed, implemented, and monitored.

Not only is the accomplishment of these tasks important for
the evaluation process, but also whether they occurred as

scheduled. The original plan had been for all these tasks

to be completed by April L, 1985. Planning and
..decision-making occurred. on schedule, but the actual

implementation of the transfer of cases and guardianship

orders/contracts, while initiated on time, was a much

lengthier process than the new Executive Directors had

anticipated and so implementation and. monitoring of these

tasks r^¡ere ongoing until JuIy 15, 1985. (¡ly involvement

ended on June 3, 1985)
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5.2 Administrative Skills
The instrument used for the purpose of assessing my

ad¡ninistrative skills was a questionnaire adapted from one

developed by Bonita Murphy (fgSS) for the evaluation of her

administrative practicum. This tool was created to assess

analytical, interactional and human relations skillsr âs

well as technical skills. Fourteen items are ranked on a

scale of 1 (Iow) to 5 (high), with room for comments after
each category.

Appendíx C.

A copy of this questionnaire is located in

The executive directors of the six new agencies, the

chairperson of the Implementation lriorking Group (fWC¡, the

executive and assistant executive directorsr êrs well as aI1

the supervisors of the Children' Aid Society of Winnipeg

were approached to complete the questionnaire and return it
to me in an attached self-addressed envelope" Respondents

were asked to identify themselves only as: Supervisor,

Executive Director or Other. The return rate was as

follows: Supervisors - 11, Executive Directors - 6, and

Other - 3, for a total of 20.

Table 5:I lists the mean score and mode for each question,

as well as a summary score for each category. Table 5..2

breaks these scores out on the basis of the respondent's
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Table 5:1
PERFORMANCE SCORES

urrLrTY oF PRACTTCUM (¡¡=t8)*

ATTALYTICAI, SLILLS

a) understand dYnamics of agency
b) identify pertinent Problems,

íssues
c) draw meaningful conclusions/

insights
d) make decisions/problem solve (u=t9)
.i learn quicky fróm exPeri encef

information

Category Score

INTERACTIONAL ANd
IÍUMAN RELATIONS SKILLS

a) develop open, working relations
b) listen to and understand

staff concerns
c) clearly communicate thoughts,

ideas, etc.
d) elicit open communication

Category Score

TECHNICAL SKILLS

a) plan and organíze work-
related tasks (m=t9)

lo) conduct & facilitate productive
"working meetings " (\l=18 )

c) synthesizeftecord results of
worf activities (¡g=tø)

d) complete designated tasks (¡l=t7)
e) communicate effectivelY

on paper (rv=re )

Mean

4.4

4"6

4.5

4.3
4.4

4.4

4.4

4.5

4"5

4.O
4"2

4.3

4.5

4.L

4.2
4.7

4.2

4.3

Mode

5

4r5

5

5

4'5

4
4

4
4

4
5

Category Score
Unless otherwise noted, N=20

4
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TabIe
PERFORMANCE T4EAN SCORES RESPONDENT,S STATUS

522
BY

Sup'r E.D.
(m=I1) (w=ø)

4.4 4.3

4"7

4"5

4.3
4"2

4.3

4"4

4"5

4.3

4.O
4.2

4.2

4.5

4"O

4.O
4.5

4.L

4.2

4.2

4"2

4"3
4.6

4.2

4"2

4"5

4.5

4.O
4.2

4.3

4.5

4.O

4.3
4.8

4.O

4.4

Other
(m=a )

4.7

5"0

5"0

4"3
5.0

4.9

4.9

4"3

5.0

4.O
4.3

4.4

4.3

4.7

4.5
5.0

4.5

4.7

UTILITY OF PRACTICUM

ANAI,YTICAI SLILLS

a) understand dynanics of agency
b) identify pertinent problems,

issues
c) draw rneaningful conclusions/

insights
d) make decisions/problem solve
e) learn quicky from experiencef

information

Category Score

TNTERACTTONAL and
HUMAN REI,ATIONS SKILLS

a) develop open, working relations
b) listen to and understand

staff concerns
c) clearly communicate thoughts,

ideas, etc.
d) elicit open communication

Category Score

TECHNTCAT SKILLS

a) plan and organize work-
related tasks

b) conduct & facilitate productive
"working meetings"

c) synthesizef rec,ord results of
work activities

d) complete d.esignated tasks
e) communicate effectively

on paper

Category Score
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employ¡nent status. Generally, mean scores are quite high
(4.O - 4.7'), with summary scores (Analytical - 4.4,
Interactional - 4.3 and Technical - 4.3) indicating
consistent performance/ability in all categories"

Table 522, "Performance Mean Scores By Respondent,s

Status't, indicates that those individuals comprising

"others" rated my performance somewhat higher than did the

executive directors and supervisors. This group included

two individuals with whom f worked the closest, i.e., the

Chairnan of the Implementation !,forking Group (fWC) and the

Assistant Executive Director of the chirdren's Aid society
of lfinnipeg, and so r feel their responses hord a bit more

weight.

Perhaps, more revealing than the scores, were the written
comments of the respondents:

-". . .Technical contribution excellent,
Shortcomings and gaps related to the complex
system division undertaken. " (Executive Director)

-"...did an excellent job in an extreurely
stressful situation and seemed to maintain her
sanity througthout. " (nxecutive Director)

-"..,interpersonal skills are exceptionally high
...was able to work ef fectivetfliñEñ-rnáìfl
different people, êt times undãr difficult
conditions. " (Executive Director)
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-rr...has the ability to relate extremely well to
peers, clients or collaterals...is a dependable
individual who is thorough in her approach to any
task assigned to her." (Supervisor)

-",..!,¡as impressed with her insight and
problem-solving abilities. . .was sensitive to
issues presented, and quickly gave one a sense of
comfort and helpfulness. " (Supervisor)

-"It is difficult to deal with as many sensitive
actors, especially when aII are under tremendous
pressure. Despite the shortness of tempers, Carla
managed to hold everyone together and sort out the
situation, keeping everyone calm"..appears to be
very organized, efficient person who can quickly
computate the required data even under short
notice. " (Supervisor)

-"The potential for chaos in this situation was
extremely high; considering this...a very
admirable job in facilitating a relatívely smooth
process. .. co-operative and prepared to deal with
Íssues within her authority." (supervisor)

-"...very strong interpersonal skills" . o "
( supervisor )

-"f do not think communícation was too open
initially with staff, but in the unit where I
worked, there was improvement over time. There
was a lag on occasion between information
available on paper and most current information.
This may not have been avoidable. " (Supervisor)

-"...very helpful - demonstrated a high level of
competency in a situation that at times was
without any 'senset or 'order'." (Supervísor)

-"...worked very hard to do
unrewarding job...had a good
agency which greatly helped
meaningful interpretation of
or in part...very organized
skiIls. " (Supervisor)

a difficult and
working knowledge of

to provide a
the agency as whole

and good communication
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-'r,..superior skills (analytical) in all these
areas...on occasion, I sensed a lack of ability to
'get through' when people were blocking. Perhaps
a tad too much willingness to defer/
compromise,,,may need to be a bit more assertive
in requiring performance of others that she
requires of herself. " (Chairman of the
Implementation trrlorking Group)

-o. ".$ras seen as open, honest and helpful by all
concerned - clerical, social work, administrative
and executive levels. This is a tribute to her
communicat,ion skiIls. " (Assistant Executive
Director)

These comments, more than the scores obtained on the

questionnaire, gave me a sense of a job well-done and the

knowledge of having accomplished ray stated prinary goal,

that is, acquiring and demonstrating an understanding of

the skills required to effectively function as an

adrnínistrator in a human service organization, particularly

during tines of change"

5.3 Practicum Utility

The first question of the questionnaíre asked respondents

to rate the utility of this administrative practicum to the

agency. Table 5:1 indicates a mean score of' 4.4' a mode of

5, while Table 5¿2 indicates a mean score of 4.4 for

Supervisors, 4.3 for Executive Directos and 4.7 for Other,

in answer to this question.
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Again, the written corunents provide a better assessment of
respondents' perceptions as to the utility of the

practicum:

-"Quíte sinply - b¡e couldn't have completed
regionalization wiLhout this task. n (Ctrairman of
the Implementation lüorking Group)

-"Íhe case transfer process would have been
impossible without the help provided through this
prãcticum. " (assistant executive Director)

-"This may have been a uníque practicum. amd the
student had the opportunity to participate from
the ground. floor in the reorganization of new
agencies. Her .oosition as coordinator was needed
at the tine, and there could be an ongoing need,
depend.ing on what problens will continue to arise,
eg., how to transfer from one region to another."
( Supervi sor )

-"The coordination of the transfers facilitated
greatly a very complex process." (Supervisor)

-"The agency desperately needed someone who would
take responsibility for the case-transfer
process, " (Supervisor)

-"It helped to track and sort out cases."
( Supervi sor)

-"This practicum provided the Agency with
information that was necessary and imporÈant, "
( supervisor )

General concensus, then, was that this practicum was of
true benefit to the Agency and to the regionalization
process.
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Of equal concern to me, however, I,ì¡as the utilit.y of the

practicum to myself. In retrospect, f can say that as a

Iearning experience, it provided me with innumerable

o,oportunities for skill enhancement and personal growth.

Beyond providing a nedium for accomplishing my original

goal of acquiring and demonstrating human service

adninistrative skills, this practicum afforded me the

opportunity to move from a theoretical framework of how

organizations behave and the role organizational goals may

ptay in program implementation, to a very real

understanding of the highly potitical environment in which

child welfare policies are developed amd implemented in

this province. Success in meeting the practicum goal and

task objectives, added to my sense of self-confidence and

self-worth. I also had the opportunity of becoming

famitiar with the Management Information System and now

realize the great potential it has for the child welfare

fie1d. Fína1ly, for a social worker desiring to continue

and further her career in the Manitoba child welfare

system, this .oracticum experience allowed me to network

with numerous personalities within this system and to

establish myself as a competent social worker having some

credible admínist,rative/managerial skills and knowledge to

offer the system.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

The theoretical framework of this practicum addressed two

issues; the role that organizational goals serve as

directives for the formulation and implementation of

programs and services, and the role and skill requirements

of the social work manager.

This practicum occurred in the midst of organizational

change resulting from a najor shift in government policy.

The experience supports the use of Systems Theory to define

"organization".

The goal of government in restructuring child welfare

services in Winnipeg was to create a community-based system

with an emphasis on prevention. The creation of six
regional agencies with Boards of Directors elected from the

communíty ensured that the new agencies would be more

representative of, more accountable to and more accessible

to the community it was to serve. The presence of. three

government appointees on each Board is an attempt to ensure

that the agencies will continue to provide service in the

manner originally planned by Government.
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The literature provides opposing views otL the value of
using goals to analyze organizational behavior. This

practicum experience supports the position that while the

new Child lfelfare program in Manitoba had some competing

goals (eg. protecting children and keeping familíes
together) and that while some of the goals of the program

vrere vague and diverse (eg. the provision of "generic"
services and the development of "prevention" programs)

these goals did, however, justify the existence of the six
nehr agencies, provided a focus for their activities and

would eventually provide standards for assessing their
efficiency. The goals that government set forth for the

restructuring of the children's Aid society of winnipeg set

the pace for and gave direction to the manner in which

cases and services were transferred"

The six new agencies became the tools or instruments

required to implement the policy of community-based,

prevention-oriented child welfare services that had evolved

through a complex, political process in an attempt to meet

social need. As acknowledged by the systems approach to

formal organizations, conflict is ever present and, in this
case was rampant. lrfhile many parties agreed that the

provision of child welfare services enploying a community-

based, preventative perspective was preferable to the
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services that had been provided by the Children's Aid

Society of lVinnipeg, the opinions as to how to

operationalize this construct were as diverse as the

individuals, groups and organizations that had defined the

need for change.

The fornation of various coalitions became evident during

the span of the practicum but the most powerful was that of

the fmplementation lriorking Group (fWe ). The IlVc, as the

dominant coalition played a major role in determining the

nature of the services to be offered by the new agencies as

it determined the allocation and distribution of the

resources controlled by its members. However, the

coalition formed by the Executive Directors determined the

nature of and the manner in which the transfer of cases and

services occurred. The fact that these six individuals

soon would become the new employers of almost every staff

member then employed by the Chitdren's Aid Society of

lrlínnipeg was never forgotten and generally had a great deal

of weight in ensuring that change occurred in the manner

desired by the new agencies.

This practicum supports the use of Etzioni's model of

Mixed-Scanning as the model by which decisions are best

made as it takes into account the reality of many varied
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components operating at one time, interacting with each

other and the envíronment, and recognizes that detailed

examination on an on-going basis of each component is

unrealisitic and unfeasible. Fígure 4:1 illustrates the

numerous activities that simultaneously occurred over

varying periods of time. To have "Rationally" planned fox

each task, managing to complete it within the designated

tirne-frame would have been an impossibility.

The restructuring of Child Welfare services in Ï,Iinnipeg is

an example of major systemic changes resulting from new

policy initiatives. Resources and political commitment

were indivisible. It also is an example of a broad-aim

program created Ín the face of a major political issue,

i.e. it was a large scale program intended to achieve

political objectives in response to political pressure.

This practicum, besides providing an occasion to observe

the interaction and relationship between organizational

goals and policy implementation, also was an excellent

opportunity for the building and developing of social work

managerial skiIIs. lrlhile f was not in charge of a formal

organization or one of its subunits, I was responsible f.or

contribution to and results of the enterprise and so did

have an impact on the organization's direction and
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performance.

In order to facilitate a smooth and orderly transfer of

cases and servicesr ês outlined in the Planning Manual, the

following roles were used: leadership, Iiaison, information

generalist, monitor, public relations, planner, organizer,

director, controller and evaluator. To fulfill these

roles, the following skills were required: the ability to

work with people in different settings, technical skills,

ability to facilitate the development of commitment both Èo

the organizaion and its tasks, communication skills,

ability to engage in organizational politics, ability to

access the Managment Information System, and the awareness

to perform one's duties ethically.

Having worked ín Child !{elfare for four years as a

Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg social worker, I

possessed a good understanding of the organization as well

as of the Child Welfare Act. This knowledge and/or

technical skill allowed me to have credibility with both

the staff and the Executive Directors. This was vital when

f was attempting to motivate staff to develop commitments

both to the organization and its tasks. It was also

important when I felt it necessary to intercede on behalf

of the staff to the Executive Directors. This became a
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critical role necessitating a delicate balancing act as

loyalty was simultaneously expected by the Executive

Directors and the Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg staff.

The importance of fostering commitment by including a1l

parties involved in the development of plans was most

clearly demonstrated on the ocassion of setting the

schedule for the case transfers. In this instance, staff
had not been included in the planning. Although the reason

for not involving them in the scheduling of this activity
seemed legitimate at the time, i.e. a lack of time to do

so¡ it soon became obvious that there was Iittle commitment

to the schedule. In fact, the schedule generated so much

antagonism that the union became involved.

As noted by Lauffer, the range of my activites and choices,

as is any mid-Ievel manager's h/as limited by the structure
within which f worked. The limits of my mandate were not

always clear initially and r^¡ere developed and tested

throughout the entire process. Gross' systems perspective

and the administrative model proposed by Meenaghan,

provided a framework for addressing the issue that all
functions of adninistration are ongoing and interactive,
with one function influencing the direction and the

emphasis placed on the next
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r ! A !!.r93-gg! !ågI -!rArr!p
*Note: Al I headlngs should be I fsted fn Èhe dfctaÈlon end if

infor¡¡eclon requested fs unknosn or not appl fcabler notaÈfons
of N/K or N/A be made.

r ) taruI_gq!3ggtllgl,
FAH] LY NAHE / NAHES :

HOTHER:
--Ãõõ'ñ'ess 

'TELEPHONE:
BI RTHDATE:

FATHER:
--Ãõ'õ-n'e, s s 

'TELEPHONE:
BTRTIIDATE:

2)

CHILDREN:
tãã;1-;*", birthdate, address (whereaboucs, e.B. ar home, in
cere, placed for adoption, etc. ), school, and grade or workplace,
nocing legal. guardian if ocher chan adulcs idenrif ied above.
Include children living at home, adulr children, children placed
for adoption, end children in care.

gI!EÈ9Ep_IAH r LY / s r cNIIr cAll_qlggR!.¿g.Ilg3_Aqqlglqg_Lllgllgg,--ËË i r ïññããA-;;îît;ã. bãË;;;ïãIT as other egencies and
organizaEions currently involved. Inc lude Èhe names of ocher
professionals and volunteers involved, If chitd(ren) has ever
been in care, note if any special relacionshÍps had forrned wirh
che fosCer parents and if chey would be willing to provide care
again should the need arise. List names, addresses, phone
numbers and cype of involvement,

Complete either A 0R B of rhis secc ion (#3 )

A) IF PSYCHOSOCIAL HAS BEEN COHPLETED
ïT ñãËñã-A;Ë-ãf-;'pËri".-ãi'ã-îãããrion rn rire (pase #r.

iÍ) Record any changes in demographÍc fnforroatlon; f.e. birrhs,
deaths, nemes of ne!, parÈners, etc.

iii) Re-essess femily funccionfng in cerms of relationshfp changes
che level of care the chlld(ren) are recefving fn the home,
behavforal changes. etc.

*** oR ***

B) IF PSYCHOSOCIAL HAS NOl BEEN COHPLETED ....
f ) Dace of, reason for and source o f referra I.

ft) presentfng probleos as percefved by: clfent, worker end
conmunity.

ffi) Hisrory of presenc problem - brfefty descrfbe che
leadfng Èo the present 6fcuåtfon.

fv) F¡of ly funct fonfng - A6sess famf Iy funct Lonfng tn
relatfonshfps, the leveI of c¡re che chfld(ren) f
f n the horne, socf ¡l sct,f vf cf ea, ecc.

3)

fsctors

terne of
e rece lvfng
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TRANSFER SUHHARY (FAHILY) pagc 2

4 ) gluBqllH gatg,

NAHEs AND PLAcEHENT INFoRHATIoN (FosÈer parcnts,Name, Address
and phone ì

A) Name of child(ren)'s sorker(s), where applicable.

8) Srace al I cour¿ hearings and TCp agreement.s, giving both
commencenent and expiration daces.

C) Descrfbe brief ly how Èhe chi ldren are progressfng ln côre.

D) comment briefly, where applicable, on visits beEween chÍld
and f ami ly.

s ) SUHIAR!_gr_c0NrAcr_s r!,gE La!.3 EEvlg!Note: DaÈe and locaÈion fn fÍle of previous summaries.

Brief ly describe your conÈect uiÈh chÍs family, idenÈf fying
Èhose events thet may have impacted on che fami ly situat Íon.
Specify admissions co care - daces, reasonsr sÈaÈus, length
of ordêrs or TCP,s.

ó) SPECIFY PROBLEH AREAS ADDRESSED AND PROCRESS ACHIEVED SINCE CASEgEETiEZsEggE!$E;-

lndicate fnrerventions ther have been tried, noring chose that
proved successful and those tha¿ did not, include reasons for
success or faf lure.

7) pRoBLEHS slrLL_gIRgs0lygg_ANg_EgcoMnENpnrrg.!g_IgR IUIgBg -LNIIEyENrroN:
8) CAgg SRANSFERREg-TO: (Nane of r',orker end Regton)

l'nw
Jan. 1O/85.
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r R ô!qIgB_9gEIAtI_I9!_9!M_!Lg^!g
Note: Al I headings should be I fsted in rhe dfct.stfon and tf

informacion requested Ís unknown or not appltcable, notaÈion
of N/K or N/A be made.

CHILD'S NÁHE:
CHILD'S WORKER:
FAM I LY' S IIORKER :

F I LE NO :

CROSS REFERENCES:

r) !I gII-LryIIq_L! t93!A1-l9I

Birchplace:
Nane:
Address:
Te Iephone:

Legal Stacus - Nore exptry dace where applicable
- Indicate if chf ld is a Crosn Ward or anoÈher province

Pending Courc HeerÍngs
School (or Educacion):

Include neme of School, Grade and Teacher.
Present Place of Employmenc:
Hanitoba Hedical and Social Al lor¿ance Nos.:
Racial 0rigin (Band Nane and No. r¿here applicable):

E4s!!r_99!gg!.11!9l ,

FAHI LY NAHE / NAMES :

2)

Birthdate:
Current PlacemenÈ:

HOTHER:
--Ãdõ'-ness 

'TE LE PHONE :

BI RTHDAlE:

I4IT!!,
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE:
B I RTH DATE :

3)

SIBLINCS
--fã!'ãÎ-n"me, bfrthdace, address, school and grade or norkplace,

nocing legal guardÍan lf other chan adulrs ldentffled ebove.
Include sfbl ings I Lving ec home, adulr sfbl fnge, sfbltngs placed
for adoprfon, and siblfngs ln care (fnclude: n¡Ec of childis
rorker' 6c¡tu6 of chtldr ell court d¡te¡ end cxpfry._d¡tcr for
orders ¡nd TCP,s and brfefly note fut,ure plrnt).

Complete either A 0R B of this secrlon (#3)

!a{!!I_8AcI9,E9!!9,
A) lf Èhfs tssue hes becn eddreseed fn prevfous dtcÈ¡tlon;

f) Note dace of encry ¡nd loc¡rfon fn ffle (prgc #).
fl) Record eny changes in demographfc fnform¡!fon ruch r8 bfrthr,

deechs, nsmes of nes pârtnere, and the LmpacÈ Èh€õe h¡ve h¡d
on Èhe faml Iy

fff) Re-assess farnily funcÈfonfng fn rerns of reletlonrhfp changea;
che leve I of care chf ldren are rece tvfng ln the horn€, behavor-
lal changesr eÈc.

*** oR ***
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ÎRANSFER SUI{I{ARY FOR CHILD IN CARE Page 2

B) I I this issuc has NOT bcen addrcssed prcvíously:
i ) cive a brief resume on each of thc family members. rncrudea physicar description, and a descripr ion of personaltty

charscÈertstics and íntercsts of the parencs,
ii) Note ho' famiry rs functioning and any probrems it is

encountering,

. 4 ) EIIqIgEq_IåglI¿glq!$.Ig4LI_91lqlqlqrHER AcENcrES rNvolvED :Dcrai I excen¿ã¿ F;mitt-mñbæ;;;;-;;ïl-ãã-;¡ñãi;ããilËs andorganizations currently involved. lnclude che names of otherprolessionals and volunrecrs involved. If child(ren) has everbeen in care' noce Íf any speciar relationships had formed *,ith
che fosrer parenÈs end f f Èhey would be wirtf.ng co provide careagain should the need arise. List names, addrã"."s, phone
numbers and type of involvement.

5 ) PLACEHENT DATA:
Dilã;hïTã-ãã.e inco care :
Reason for admíssion to care:
Placemenr History:

Include nemes of atl placemencs, dace of admission, and daÈe ofdischarge.
Leve I of funccioning in presenr p lacement:

6) CIIILD'S PROFILE:
Þht;îäï-Ã!þ'ããia nc "HeaIch (Medicals, Dencals, Opr.iceI, psychiarric, erc.)
Deve I opmenta I I nformar ion
lnterests and AcÈivities
Delinquent Behavior
Knouledge of Sex
School Performance
Employment ExperÍence
AbÍliry Èo forn relaÈionshf ps with adulrs
Abiliry ro form relaclonshfps wirh peers
social functfonfng and p€rsonalicy (Brief overarl assessment )

7 ) RELEVANT CORRESPONDENCE:
t) Llsc arr fnconrng reporcs fncrudfng developnencels, paychorogfcare,nedfc¡ls and l¡st rpp ecc. NoÈe dare and iocacfon fn frle. -

. tf) For permenent sards, lfsc dates of fnternal revfess. rncludelocarfon fn f ile.
iil) For NaËíve chfldren, lfst referrals made to Necfve egencies,notfng daÈes and responses. lndicaÈe locarion in flLe.

I ) il-!ru4&L oF coNTAcT s rNcE LAST REvr Er,r:
*-N o r ;, --Dã;ãï;'a-Tõ;¡rñ-ñ-rrr;ïf 

p r e v r o u s r umnr r r e 3, ehe r eapproprlate.

9) qqqcIFY PROBL-EH_4BqAq ADDRESSEq-ô!:¡D PROGRESS ACHIEVED SlNCE CASE
õÞEñ'ïñ'c 7R Eõ'FEFÏ N õ;--------:::=:--:::-::r::ì:::-::::---
Indfcate Interveñtfons chsr hsve been trfed, notrng Èhose that provedsuccessful and Èhose Èhat did not, incrude reasons for success orfeflure.

I o ) !!9!!9r!-!Ir!!-gIlglg!v99-119-31!9IM!1II9I9-I9t_IgIgtg_IugrygIrl9! ,

I I ) 9$9-1!¿!!.Ig!.!gll_M: (Namo of work,,r a,rrj Resion)
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the Children,s Ald Socfecy of ïfnntpeg

¡{El{0

1o: ALL socrAL t{oRKERs cARRyrNc FAHTLy sERvrcE & cHTLDREN,s
SERVICE CASES

Fron: C. DROZNAK

D¡te: Jrnuery l5r 19gj

Arcrched please ftnd:

l) procedures for Case Transfer (peges I and 2)

2) RuIes for Case Transfer (pages 3 and 4)

Your supervisor h¿s copfes of che dicÈat,ion ouclines (pink)and ¡ddiclonal copies are avafr.able on Èhe sherves in front of thec¡ll dfreccors.

- The Faari Iy Service supervisors have Èhe I fsc of cases foreach norker' chitdren's sårvrces supervÍsors sÍrr receive cheirsshorcly.

lør¡
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PROCEDURES FOR CASE TRANSFERS

-__--The forrovlng procesE has been escablrshcd co f¡cirfcare ¿hecran¡fer of cases:

l) llorkers fn conJuncCfon wfth Èhefr supervisors revtetrthef r ceseloads.

l.l) Decfde shich cases are Èo be closed, transferredor ¡¡atnÈained by Èhe present r¿orker usfng Èheprococols ouclined on pages 3 end 4.
1.2) Updace and compIece che r¿orker case llscs.
1.3 ) Rerurn one copy to C. Droznak by Jana 21lgS.

2) Day-co-day dicÈacfon and Èransfer su¡¡nary cyped.
2.1) Accach green Famlly Informacion Sheec Èo front off ile _ updace.

2.2) FiIes puc fn order by scenos and recurned Èo worker.
2.3) FiIes referred Èo supervÍsor for approval.

3) copy of che cransfer su'ot'ary forsarded co Deve scherrenbergand Carla Droznak according co the fol.lorring schedule:
Feb. g, l9g5 _ Ffrsc 252 of casgs_co !e Èransferred
Feb. 22, t9B5 _ ZSZ

Mar. g, l9g5 _ ZS7.

üat. 22, l9g5 - Reoafnfng 257.

Staff ere requesced co have cheir su¡¡narf.es fn by NOON. Irshould be noced ÈhaÈ r¡ore r¡¡n isi of che crscs co uc ciãããferredon one,s c¡sCload c¿nnoc be de¡lc rrfch ¡c tny ini-air".
4) Execuclve Dlreccors ¡nd chctr Ee¡n¡ rcaBrfgn crrclstÈhfn onc gcck.

4.1) Te¡as notlfy D. Schellenberg end C. Drozn¡k ofr€tr6fgnúents.

4.2, 
l::;:::cion sf.vGn co,upGrvfsor¡ of Èr¡nefcrrfng

4.3 ) Tr¡ngfcrrlng rrorkcr fnforncd of thc rc¡rrfgnncnc.
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5) Cgnptetg fflo physt'cr11y cr¡ntlerred co chc rupervflor
óF ctre reccfvtng sorker'

5.1) Supcrvlsor of che receiving sorker adds s¡orker's
nane Èo gIgen FaoIly Infor¡¡atfon Sheec and puts
into che mall sYscem'

5.2) Fite given to recefving r¿orke¡ who assumes
resPonstbllfcY for che cos€'

NoCe: tlhere Eor€ Chan one worker 1s tnvolved 1n provfdlng service

- 
co ¡ cllcnt or faoily, che f¡olly servf.ce sorkcr ll responsfble
forco-ordlnaÈfng'chefort,srdlngoftransfersuom¡rf'e3.
tfhere no fe¡¡lly ãervice norker fs fnvolved, Che chtldrcnrs
scrvlce sorker assurnes Èhi's responstbtllcy'

ln the evenc ÈheÈ there are c¿ses c,hat erorkers idencify as

fatltng oucside che scope of che Rules for Case Transfer ¡nd
requirîng specfal constàeracion, tlorkers should discuss chese rlith
che epproPrface reglonal agencY '

AreviegofthecransferrulesandcheProcesstodacer¿ilI
be conducted on February I by che TranslEfon lean and Èhe ExecuÈive
Direccors. Any comments/concerns should be direcced to Dave
Schellenberg and Carla Droznak prior Èo Èhis dace'

/ms
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Rulcs For Cr¡c 1r¡nsfer
FAtIILY CASES (Includtng Adoptfon, Abucc ¡nd Pcrtn¡trl Servfce¡)

QlNERTL RUtE: ALL CASES T0 BE TRANSFERRED 10 RECI0N IN IJHICH FAI,IILY 0R
PARENT REQUIRING/RECEIVING PRIMARY SERVTCES RESTDES.

EXCEPTIONS:

t ) Servfces expecc,€d Èo be ccr¡¡inaced by June 30, 1985.
However, should tt becooe åpperenc after Aprfl 1 chac
furchcr sGrvicc ntll be requtred, Èhe c¿s€ should be
EEansferrcd co che eppropriece regfon es soon es posstble.

2) ConÈesced courÈ hearfng pendfng.

3) Client €xpeccfng a baby on or b¿fore Aprtl 30, 1985 and
plann!ng co rellnqufsh.

4) Faraily recefving tntensive cherepy for a specifica[[y
concrecced lengÈh of cir¡e. (ConcrecÈ neg,ociaced prior co
Feb. 1, 1985.)

CHILDREN IN CARE

NeÈfve chlldren resldtng ouCside of Ifinnfpeg:

f{here che plan fs co cransfer che guardianship of a Nacive
child Eo ¡ N¡c!yc cbild r¡elE¡rc ágency, che preseris oorker should
oelnc¿in Ecsponsibilicy uncil chis plan has be.en ef fecced. AII si:ch
!ransfers should occur as soon as possÍble. f{here no such
plan exisÈs, che guldelÍnes below apply.

A. Nonperoanenc (Teoporary, 0rders of Supervision, TCP's):

- Trensfer Èo che trorker who uill. be assuning r€sponslbil-
icy for che faolly.

- lcenägcrs rrho r¡fll be l8 pr!or Eo Sepc. 30, 1985 oay
reoaln sfch che presenc rrorker, f f dcatr¡blc.

8. Pcru¡ncnc T¡rds:

CENERAL BULE: All c¡¡cs Êr¡nrfcr Èo !hc rcgton fn'ehfch
child prc3enEly residcs.

s9E!!Ss,
1. CoaaunfEy ln ehlch chc chlld prcrcncly rcoldcr oey

noc bc chc onc slth ¡rhfch hc/¡hc h¡¡ ch. scrongc¡G
ctcr.
- lrrn¡fcr to t,hc rcgton fn nhlch chlld is ¡cccndfng

¡chool, or ¿o shfch hc/shc pl¡ns co movc prfor co
Scpc. 30, 1965, or fn nhtch Èhe n¡cur¡l f¡mtly lfver
sfch Hhom che chf ld h¡s ifgnff fc¡nt conc¡cÈ.
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2. Cht ldrcn prcrantly pleccd tn I crG¡cr¡cnc f ectt.f ty.
- 1r¡n¡fer co rcgfon co uhlch chlld has gfgnl.flc¡nc

cf€s, ff ln ¡ccord¿nce H!ch permanenC p[ãnntng.
If no spectel ctes co any rcglon, chen cransfãr coreglon f.n r¡hfch creâtmenc fecflfÈy fs loc¿ced.

leenagers who ¡¿fll be 1B prior co SepÈ.30, f9g5.

- H¡y rco¡1n rrtÈh present sorker, ff desfr¡ble.
Spec(el necds chtldren

- Those ctscs lnvolvfng fncenstve servfce co supporÈche resourc€, crensfer to chc region tn r¿hlch io.c",hor¡e ls locaccd,

Chf ldren rcsfd!ng tn ot.her provinces.

1) Presenc r¡orker mainÈalns case,

2) Transf er co regf on in r¿hf ch chi Ld ortgÍnal. ly
res fded.

3) If chtld ts recuEntng co ginntpeg, Èransfer coregion co r¿hf ch chi ld sÍ I I recurn.

Children nho are r¿ards of ocher provinces.

- Tr¿nsfer to region in which rhey are livi¡g.
S{bl.ing groups who reside in dffferenc regions.
Sibl. l.ngs rrlIl bc mainÈai.ned by one goEker. Regionr¿1ll be deceroined accordi.ng co creecmenc pIan.

3.

4.

5.

or

or

6.

7.

løt
Jan. LL I 85.
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Èlay 21, 1985

Dear

Ae a co!ûponent of rny practicun, f an required to have the

people with who¡r I worked evaluate ny perforurance. f would

appreciate if you would be kind enough to take the time to

complete the enclosed questionnaire and return it to ne. A

self-addressed, stanped envelope is attached.

I would aleo like to take this op¡rortunity to thank you for

the support, asaistance and encouragement which you so

generously gave ¡ne over the past months. The task of

facilitating and coordinating the tranfer of cases certainly
proved to be a valuable learning tool for ne, as well as a

noat nenorable experiencel

fhank you.

Youra aincerely,
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El/AruAtr_oN_qI_æ,{lÀilqBltr-yE__p_Bågllcg{

Please circle the most appropriate number in response to each of the
fol lowi ng:

1. f would rate the potential utilig of thie ad¡uinietrative
practicum to the Agency as:

Low High Unable to Às6ess
123450

Com¡nents:

2- My impression of the student's anaryticar skilllr as demonstrated
through the following:

a. Ability to understand the dynanics of the Agency,s
organizational process and atructure.
Low High Unable to Asaeaa
t23450

b. Àbilfty to ldentify pertinent problene,/leeuee.
Loe, High Unable to Aaaesa
L23450

c. Abillty to draw neaningful concluelone/lneighte"
Lorv Hlgh Unable to Àgseea
L2345
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d. Àbility to ¡nake decÍsions/problem-solve.
Low HÍgh Unable to Asaess
123456

e. Àbility to learn quickJ.y from experience/information.
Low. High Unable to Assess
L23459

Co¡nments:

3. My impression of the student's interactional and human relations
skirrs, as demonsrrared *,rou9nTãîtã*r;--- -:

a. Ability to develop open, working relationships with À,gency
eta f f.

Low High Unable to Aaaesa
L23459

b. Àbillty to actively ligten to and underltand ataff concerna
res faauea related to the practicuu.

Low High unable to Àaseaa
12345e
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c" Abllity to clearry conmunicate thoughts, ideas, preceptione ar¡d
fee L i ngs.

Low High UnabLe to Aasess
L23450

d. Àbility ro elicit open cornnunication.
Lot¿ High Unable to Aaaeas
t23450

Co¡oments:

4 ¡'ty impressÍon of the student's technicar__"_Eir_!"_, as denonstrated
through the following:

a. AbÍlity to plan and organize work-related tasks.
Lor High Unable co Aaseaa
L23450

b- Ability to conduct and facllltate productive -working. ncetlngc.
[-pu Blgh Unable to Arært
L23450

c" Àb11ity to synthê.!2e/rccord rcsutta of work activitlec.
Lo$ Hlgh Unable to Àr.c.r
L23450
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d. Abiltty to cornplete tleeignated taeke.
Lor,, High Unable to Aseees

123450

e. Ability to con¡nunicate effectively on PaPer.
Low High Unable to Assess

L23450

CoE¡[ents r

Evaluation cornpleted by (check one):

Executive Director

Supervisor

Other
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